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In Egypt, literary work is daily on the increase.

New printing-offices, new books, new periodicals,

and new men follow one another with a rapidity

that is surprising in an Oriental country. As a na-

tural consequence, the former condition of printing

and publishing will soon be forgotten.

The following pages treat of one branch of this

literary activity, journalism. Their purpose is to

give an idea of the elements at work in this field,

and to enumerate as completely as possible the

special results of the general movement. For the

periodicals published in Egypt since June 1898,

I refer the reader to my articles in the "Orientalis-

tische Litteratur-Zeitung" I (1898) p. 225, et seq.

and II (1899) p. 56, et seq.



The system of transcription is that adopted to-day

in scientific literature :
' = hemze, *^= ^ain,

ch = cha (German ch in Nacht), d = dal (EngHsh

th in the), d = dad (emphatic d), g= ^im (Eng-

lish j in joy), gh = ghain, h = ha (the strong h

peculiar to the Arabic language), j = j a (English

y in year), q == q a f (emphatic k) , s = s a d (em-

phatic s), s = §in (English sh), t = ta (emphatic t),

t = ta (English th in think), z = za (emphatic z).

Charlottenburg, May, 1899.

Martin Hartmann.



In the cultured lands of Europe and America,

where the press has acquired such enormous power

and where the leading papers possess such vast

wealth and influence, one may hardly form an ade-

quate idea of the struggles and difficulties this

civilising factor has had to pass through, before it

could occupy the important position which it now

holds in the political, social, and intellectual world K

In order to obtain a somewhat clearer insight into

these earliest endeavours at the hand of a corpus

vile one cannot do better than watch its progress in

the Islamic lands of the East. The press is com-

paratively young there, scarcely reaching further back

than the thirties of this century. Its development

has naturally been most rapid and most perfect

in the capital, Constantinople, which always has

1 Bucher has successfully described these earliest efforts of the

press in a lecture delivered at Leipsic (1892) and afterwards pu-

blished in his "-Entstehung der Volkswirtschaff (page 1 69 & foil.)

under the title of '^Die Anfdnge des Zeitungswesens^\

I
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claimed and still is claiming the honour of being

the pioneer of Islamic culture and enterprise.

Morocco S always the most backward of all Is-

lamic centres in matters of general progress, has

also been slowest in acknowledging the benefits

of a well-organised daily press, and of journalism

in general. Between these two extremes lie the

journalistic efforts of all the other Islamic lands.

In Egypt the first newspaper was called into

existence by the great Muhammad Ali, whose name

is for ever associated with this era of sudden in-

tellectual growth in the country. By his instigation,

the first numbers of the Official Gazette: alwa-

qaji* almisrija, i.e., 'The Events of Egypt' (List

N". 45), were published at Cairo in the year 1832.

This paper is still in existence. The earliest copies

are extremely scarce; even the public library at

Cairo does not possess a complete year's issue of

an earlier date than 1840. The library at Alexan-

dria is no better off.

The creation of a political organ in imitation

of the French 'Moniteur' did not, of course, ne-

cessarily involve the setting up of a native press;

^ The 'Uni6n hispano mauritanica' contemplated at one time

the issuing of an Arabic Edition of the 'Estrella de Occidente'

adapted for Morocco. See my account in the "Orientalistische

Litteratur-Zeitung" N©. 7 (Juli 1898).
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this was out of the question, as the country did not

possess the elements required to insure its success.

The Egyptian, although far from ungifted, is in

a high degree indolent, frivolous, aimless, change-

able, servile K Moreover Muhammad Ali and his two

immediate successor were not the men to tolerate

the free expression of public opinion, nor were they

clever enough to foresee that public opinion might

be guided by the press.

With Ismail Pasha, the stockjobber, we enter upon

a new era. He had been initiated into the secrets

of European progress. During his reign ( 1 863— 1879)

the press developed with rapid strides.

There was yet another influence stimulating this

sudden expansion of journalism, which deserves

special notice. I refer to the invasion of Egypt by

Christian Syrians, which is still going on and has

become of the utmost importance to the develop-

ment of the country. The Syrian is industrious, con-

sistent, eager for knowledge, has always an object

* This opinion which I formed in 1896 (see my 'MuwassaK' p.

224, Note 1), I have had no occasion to alter in any way after

my last visit to Egypt in the Autumn of 1897. On the contrary,

my former impressions have been strengthened. In my '•Al/erlei

aus Aegypten' I expressed them as follows: "The Egyptian is

intelligent and witty, but from his infancy extremely lazy, and as

he becomes older he becomes hopelessly indolent." (See 'National-

Zeitung' of Berlin NO. 150, March 5, 1898).
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in view, is generally active, and never overawed *.

The almost phenomenal development of the press

is largely due to its almost boundless liberty, which

dates from the reign of Tauflq Pasha (1879). With

the English occupation in 1882, this freedom was not

checked, and only occasionally some too clamorous

offender received a sharp rap on the knuckles.

It is extremely difficult to obtain a correct and

complete insight into the history of the Arabic Press

of Egypt. Personal investigation , however zealously

undertaken, and however materially assisted by for-

tunate coincidences, is by no means sufficient to

achieve this. The press itself might have filled up

the deficiencies most satisfactorily; for whenever a

new journal appears, the editors send a first copy

of it to their collegues in the same town and the

same country, sometimes also to other parts where the

Arabic tongue is spoken. But no complete series of

any Arabic newspaper is to be found ^ and this

source therefore fails likewise.

Fortunately, of late years, the Arabic Press has

' See my 'Muwassah,' page 224, Note i.

2 Through persevering efforts and not without personal sacrifices

I have succeeded in securing an almost perfect series of the paper

lisan alhal, published in Beirut since 1877, and also fairly

complete series of other Arabic journals. There is a vast and

valuable amount of information to be got out of these volumes,

concerning the history of politics and culture of the modern East.
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commenced to give out reports about its own

condition. The review alhilaP, which is under

very good management and is pubHshed at Cairo,

had several articles on newspapers, but to my
regret I have not seen any of them. Another

weekly paper a 1
' a g j a 1 (List N". 42), published since

June 1897, gives in N^ 2 (June 26, 1897) a some-

what dry but useful account of the press, under the

title of a s s i h a fa ^ i. e. The Press.'

The anonymous writer, possibly the editor, Micha'Il

Antun Saqqal, does not exactly give a history of

the press, but after a few remarks about its im-

portance and its three principal divisions, viz.:

Conservatism, Progress, and Moderation 3, he proceeds

to classify these into seven separate sub-divisions

:

I. Political Conservatism. — 2. Political Progress.

—

3. Political Moderation. — From 4. to 6. Scientific

Papers : Conservative, Progressive, and Moderate. —
7. Religious Papers. This account is the basis of

' I appreciated its value in my article in the 'National-Zeitung'

of Berlin, N©. 150 (March 5, 1898).

2 A new-fashioned word which to the best of my knowledge has

now for several years been current in Arabic writings. Washington-

Serruys in "-VArabe Moderne etudie dans les journaux''' translated

it '•yournalisme.'' The meaning '•Presse^ ought at least to have been

mentioned.

3 Muhafiz, '^asn, and m u'^t a d i 1. The characteristics attributed

to these three divisions are entertaining, especially those of the

last, which never takes a decided stand, but is always on the

point of falling between two stools.
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my list, which I have not inserted in the text be-

cause of the long strings of names, and the many

remarks on outside detail, but have consigned it to the

end of this essay. The record as given in al'agj al

(Nos. I—45) has been rearranged so as to enumerate

the different newspapers according to their year of

issue. The remarks, given in al'agj a 1, have always

been added, without further comment.

This source of information has been materially

supplemented by a little booklet which professes

to give a systematic record of all Egyptian pu-

bhcations during the years 1301— 13 10 (1883—

4

to 1892—3). *^Abdallah Efendi Al'ansarl, professor

of Arabic at the Khedivial School of Cairo, is the

author of this volume, printed by the Government

Press of Bulaq in 1312 *. The newspapers quoted

by Al'ansarl, in the section devoted to journaHsm

(pp. 6y—75), are to be found in Nos. 46—84 of my
list, unless they have already previously been men-

tioned in the al'agj al catalogue. Al'ansari classifies

his papers into two sets with special numeration, viz

:

^ara'id ^ilmija: Scientific Journals ; andg^ara'id

sijasija: Political Journals. In my list, therefore,

I have added to the current number, a reference

number, thus: "Scient. No...." and "Polit. N«...."

* Kitab ^ami'attasamf almisrija alhadita min sana
1301 ila Sana 13 10 higrija Large 8vo. pp. 76.
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A happy accident put me in possession of copies

of some of the papers mentioned in my Hst.

In Egypt, as in most southern countries, the

press rehes not so much upon subscribers as upon

the sale of single numbers. As soon as a new number

of a paper is issued it is offered for sale in the streets

and squares, in cafes and at railway stations. In

this way it is easy to collect a number of single copies

of the principal papers, but the less popular ones,

which, consequently, are less hawked about, fre-

quently escape one's notice. Always it is only the issue

of the day that is obtainable, and because of the short-

lived existence of many of the press productions any

collection of them must be far from complete.

Through a curious coincidence I was helped over

this difficulty. Strolling through the little lane on the

south side of the General Post Office in Alexan-

dria, my attention was attracted by a dull, dingy

looking, little shop. The black art was practised here,

and a signboard informed me that it was also the Prin-

ting and Publishing Office of the assuror (List

N^. 55). I entered. Mr. Alexandre Menassa, 'Sous-

Directeur du journal Al-Sourour,' as he styled him-

self on his visiting card, beside his Arabic title ^

received me very amiably.

* Iskandar manassa wakil asghal idarat garidat

a s s u r u r.
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The latest numbers of the daily papers of the

country were hooked to the wall, evidently the

material from which the little paper was compiled.

Upon further inquiry Mr. Menassa proved to be

especially attached to the press and had for years

systematically carried on a collecting practice. After

some hesitation, he fetched from a hidden corner

of the sloping floor a dusty parcel, containing odd

numbers of papers and periodicals of old date, many

of which had long since ceased .to exist. This dis-

covery enabled me, in the case of most of the papers

classified under Nos. i-^.Q^,to^ ensure at least one

copy of each. Of several copies of different dates,

I mention the latest. At the risk of appearing pedan-

tic, I also add the size of the paper (margin excluded).

To describe or translate the titles of these news-

papers did not seem to be superfluous, the names

often giving an insight into their origin and the ideas

of the time.

After the ten numbers (85—94) of the Menassa

collection, not mentioned in Nos. i—84, follows a

list of papers which have come to my notice by

other means. Nos. 95 and 96 are the only two of

them which came into my possession in Cairo. In

all other instances I have carefully added my source

of information *.

* See particularly the note to N®. no, et seq.
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The general verdict upon the Arabic Press of

Egypt cannot be an unfavourable one. Together with

the whole of the Eastern press, it is, with a few

exceptions, still in its infancy, and ranks fairly well

on a line with the German provincial press. But

its possibilities and the prospect of its ultimate

development are unmistakable.

We have already mentioned the influence of the

Syrian element, remarkable especially in journaHsm *.

The amount of literary talent forthcoming from

Syria is very considerable in proportion to other

oriental countries. The cities, even the open country

and the Libanon, abound in people who possess

some pretention to literary distinction in their na-

tive language, or are gifted at least with a taste for

intellectual things and have a productive as well as

a receptive mind. Syria cannot possibly utilise all

this capital. Every kind of public instruction is sys-

tematically opposed by the Turkish Government.

Schools are most backward everywhere and what

the Government does in this respect is nothing in

proportion to the demands, nay, the needs of the

1 Syrians have from old time a tendency to quick-witted essay-

writing, so near to journalism. For example take Lucian of Samosata

who is up to this day a favourite with his compatriots. Fragments of

his writings , translated by Mr. Girgi Dimitri Sursock , can be found

in albajan (List NO. 43).
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case. The press is handicapped in the most outrageous

manner. Over and over again the few periodicals

daring to brave these adverse conditions are subjected

to the most harrassing petty worries. The behaviour

of the Turkish officials, who superintend press-mat-

ters, is as mean as it is foolish.

Under such untoward circumstances it is not

surprising that the ^intelleduels''' of Syria, who feel

the vocation of giving expression to their views

on literary and political subjects, seek the promised

land, where their great ancestor, the Patriarch Joseph,

came to such high honour.

Of the three large daily papers of Egypt (the

only ones which in our acceptation of the word

deserve the name of newspapers), two have been

founded by Christian Syrians, and remain in their

hands to this day.

In 1876 two Libanon-Maronites, Salim and BaSara

Taqla, began to publish in Alexandria the paper

called al'ahram, i.e., 'The Pyramids' (List N". i).

Sailing in French waters, and therefore hostile to

England, this paper has done exceptionally well.

It always flattered the Islamic rulers of the day,

and invariably took up the cudgels for the ruler of

the faithful, the Khalifa of Stambul. The Sultan

has not failed to recognise these "good intentions"

and in acknowledgement he has conferred the title
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of Pasha upon Basara Taqla, now the only pro-

prietor and editor.

The opposition paper to aTahram is the equally

well furnished daily almuqattam (so called after

the hill which rises above Cairo) (List N". 7). This

paper is exclusively paid by the English. The

editors, Dr. Paris Nimr, Dr. Ja^qub Sarruf, and

Sahin Makarijns, all of the American College at

Beirut, earned their literary spurs with their scien-

tifically entertaining review almuqtataf, pu-

blished at Beirut. Weary of the everlasting vexa-

tions of the Turkish officials, they went to Egypt,

continuing their periodical there.

Once upon a day their fortune was made. They

had gained favour with Lord Cromer. Even as the

'Egyptian Gazette' is the official English organ, so

almuqattam is the Arabic daily, through which

the British in Egypt try to mould pubHc opinion.

Of course, the editors are sharp business-people

and smart advocates of English interests.

To be sure, they have no lack of antagonists.

The Frenchified Maronites of the al'ahram are

not directly dangerous to them, but they have a

keen, able, and indefatigable opponent in the third

large paper, which like almuqattam appears in the

capital, the powerful organ of the Islamic Party,

called almu'aijad i. e., 'The Fortified' (List N«. 8).
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Almu'aijad is a cosmopolitan paper, although

it only counts six thousand subscribers. For these

six thousand are scattered over all Islamic lands

from the extreme West of Morocco to the most

eastern parts of East India, and the editor receives

contributions from the faithful in all parts of the

Islamic world *.

So it makes up somewhat for the renowned

weekly al^awa'ib, formerly published by the

Maronite Faris Assidjaq, who, being a renegado,

adopted the name of Ahmad Faris, and, supported

by the Turkish Government, made a good deal of

money with his Stambul paper.

The editor of almu'aijad is a thorough Moslem,

a true child of Cairo. ^All ibn Jusuf, who now calls

himself Shech, commenced his journalistic career, in

the year 1887, with the publication of the weekly

al adab (List N". 46). When in the year 1890

Shech Ahmad Madi founded the almu'aijad, ""All

JOsuf — as he is commonly called in Cairo —
became his collaborator. In 1893 the founder died,

and the younger partner became sole proprietor

and editor, and, it is said, sole writer also of the

paper.

» "From the faithful in Java," writes Mr. Snouck Hurgronje,

"these contributions are not reliable."
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Besides his co-editorial functions '^All Jusuf is

supposed, in those early days, to have performed

yet other minor duties. Personally he had to

hawk his as yet obscure little paper round in the

streets, market places, and cafes of the capital.

But all this drudgery has brought its reward. A
gigantic signboard upon an imposing building on

the Boulevard Muhammad '^Ali, blazons forth in

Arabic letters the inscription "almu'aijad." This

paper is a power to be reckoned with. Moslems

read it with pleasure, finding in it what most

delights their hearts. There they read in strong,

well-chosen, and simple language their own thoughts,

or rather, what they imagine to be their own

thoughts; for such is the art of the cunning jour-

nalist, that the unsuspicious reader follows in the

track of the writer's thoughts, and fancies them

to be his own. Non-Moslems may be annoyed at

the writer's slashing remarks, but they are obliged

to acknowledge that he wields a most able pen,

and is singularly successful in the choice of his

correspondents in the provinces. Besides, it gives, as

already mentioned, numerous and often interesting

original articles from the most distant parts of the

Islamic world ^ and also communications from cor-

1 Almu'aijd was promptly and accurately informed with re-
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respondents ably discussing the most vital interests

of the country.

The number of Egyptian Moslems capable of

literary work is limited, and those few are in a

somewhat difficult position. Egypt is the land of

'Islamic Science,' i. e., in the first place of theo-

logy, which, in this case, comprises law. The minor

studies such as rhetoric, grammar, and, to some

extent, adab i.e., belles-lettres, are taken up, but

they are not highly valued.

We will not enlarge upon the existing feuds

between the leaders of modern thought and the

narrow-minded whose ideas emanate from the coterie

of the Azhar-mosque , far behind the age both spi-

ritually and morally. We say only, that there is

one good in the narrowness of the old school:

it helps those emanating from it, whenever they

are clever enough, to enter thoroughly into the

deepest mysteries of the best epoch of the Arabic

language. We do not mean the exegetic and gram-

matical subtilities, the mastering of which does not

guarantee the faculty of writing a correct and lucid

style. This power is rather acquired by studying con-

tinually and almost exclusively the language of the

gard to the occurrences in Central Arabia after the death of the

great Emir Muhammad of Hajil, and also at the time of the

Anglo-Turkish question in the North-West of the Persian Gulf.
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Qur'an and the Hadit, i. e., of tradition , the best

school for the acquisition of concise and philolo-

gically correct writing.

Form is generally neglected by those who live

in this mental atmosphere, and the productions of

the adepts of this rigid school labour almost always

under a certain harshness and heaviness, and some-

times even they make grammatical mistakes. The

present time with its numerous needs of the day,

obliging wider circles to take notice of all mankind's

poHtical and cultural interests, requires new forms

and new expressions in order to initiate these back-

ward Arabic-speaking nations into the modern

world of thought.

Egypt, though in certain branches of civilisation

always considerably in advance of the other Arabic-

speaking nations, and especially of its sister-country

Syria, had a rather superficial contact with this

new world. The mass of the people is still as igno-

rant as ever of modern thought. But in Syria the

seed found a much more fertile soil.

Often and strongly the outcry is raised against

the Syrians because of their "half-education" and

the presumption of those amongst them who have

passed through the best schools of the country. It

is a matter of fact, that they possess a very credi-

table knowledge of classical Arabic and a won-
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derful capacity for treating a subject in fluent, in-

telligible, and simple language.

This fluency of style is one of the chief charac-

teristics of Syrian writers; but it has its drawbacks.

The ease of their writing, their knowledge of the

minute intricacies of grammar and vocabulary, and

their elaborate study of Arabic and of foreign

literature, lead these men to fall only too often

(almost always, in fact) into faults which aflect us

unpleasantly. Besides indulging in a tedious pro-

lixity, they boast of their little bits of learning in

a most irritating manner ; and their versatility often

deteriorates into shallow affectation and unnatural

bombast.

Most Syrians who are engaged in literary work

have received their education at one of the two

large foreign institutes at Beirut. They master

either the English or the French language, and

are accustomed to read, to write, and even to

think in the foreign tongue. The writers for the

daily press are, through their vocation, constantly

brought into contact with the utterances of the

foreign press. The European press is always being

studied by them and often most unscrupulously

ransacked. This constant contact with linguistic

utterances in a decidedly foreign tongue, the very

phraseology, construction, and expression of which
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are so utterly different from the best Arabic prose,

has spoiled the style of many Arabic journalists.

They write Arabic, they write it correctly; it reads

easily and pleasantly; one comes occasionally upon

happy quotations from the best records of native

literature; but too often, alas, one meets phrases

and expressions which are decidedly non-Arabic,

foreign interlopers in fact, which look strangely out

of place in their surroundings.

And the most remarkable thing is that the writers

themselves have evidently lost all consciousness of

this unfamiliar element. Their effusions give the im-

pression of being forced and made up. It is that

kind of fine writing which irritates because its

object is too obvious.

But to return to the press under the administra-

tion of native Moslems. At its head stands, as already

mentioned, ^All Jusuf and his almu'aijad, with

all the distinct characteristics of the old school,

yet with great skill tackling the most modern

questions of the day, and withal preserving strict

linguistic purity.

Almost on a line with *^Ali Jusuf, I would place

Muhammad Alchaijami, the editor of al^adala, i.e.,

'Justice' (List N°. 95); only that he is still more

primitive, or I might say, still less modern. His paper

is quite a curiosity. Each number in small 4^0 is
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printed in three columns on one side of the paper

only. It costs nominally two milliemes (one half-

penny), but is sold for one millieme.

This paper, which, Hke all Egyptian newspa-

pers, appears late in the afternoon, is sold by

thousands in the main thoroughfares, at the tram-

way centres, and on the "^Atabat Alchadra, in the

neighbourhood of the Ezbekije-Place. It attacks

furiously everything that flavours of non-Islamism.

The tempting allurements, held out to the faithful

for the strict performance of their devotional exer-

cises on the feastdays of the principal saints, remind

one of popery. Hatred against the unbeliever is as

essential to the true Moslem as the hatred of the

Roman Catholic Church against all heretics, and is

expressed in this paper in all its naked intolerance.

In his innermost mind, of course, ^Ali Jusuf is quite

of the same way of thinking, but his almu'aijad

has become more civilised.

It is easy to foresee that the more modest sister

paper aTadala, recently started (on the 3rd of

November, 1897, only 174 numbers had appeared),

will follow in the same track, and probably, in

course of time, grow to be a second almu'aijad.

It will in all likelihood tone down gradually, but

there will be forthcoming immediately others of the

same vehement language.
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In their present form these blackened sheets,

with their unclean, poverty-stricken appearance,

spread an enormous mass of explosive matter amongst

the people. I was surprised to find, however, that

this poorly looking organ, al^adala, was un-

known to my European friends at Cairo, even to

those who had lived there for some considerable

time.

Muhammad Alchaijaml does not confine his labours

to the daily press. Together with another Moslem,

Muhammad Muhammad Assarbatli, he publishes a

weekly periodical called annahg alqawim i.e.,

'The Straight Way' (List N". 24), a journal for 'Na-

tionality, Politics, General News, and Osmanliism'.

It has of course the same tendency as al^adala.

On October 22, 1897, this periodical had entered

upon its second year; it had then reached N". 59.

One other periodical, issued by the Islamic press

and deserving our attention, is al' islam, i. e.. The
Islam' (List N**. 16), a journal for 'Science, Literature,

and History,' which, for the present, appears only

on the first of each Arabic month. The fact that

the proprietor and editor, Ahmad ^Ali Assadill, writes

'Al'azhari' after his name shows at once the spirit

which instigates this organ of the old Islamic party.

It is the spirit of the centre of theological study

in the Islamic world; the spirit of the Azhar-mosque,
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the stronghold of would-be unadulterated religion.

As far as I can judge the paper seems well edited.

One recognises an earnest endeavour to conciliate

the interests of Islam with the wicked world of

unbelief continually advancing on the path of

progress.

I have before me N°. 7 of the third year of its

issue. It is dated August i, 1896. As far as I know

it is still in existence, and bids fair to do well.

I cannot say much about the publications of two

other Moslems who also have adopted the name

of Al'azharl, evidently merely for the pleasure and

proud satisfaction of being reckoned as belonging to

the Ultra-Islamic party. The one, Muhammad Taufiq

Al'azharl, publishes at Cairo the weekly paper

tanta (List N^ 37), which, according to al'agjal,

is a political-conservative organ and has appeared

since 1897. The name tanta seems to indicate that

this little paper has been placed under the patronage

of the celebrated Saint of that town, called Assaijid

Ahmad Albadawi, who has become famous far

beyond the frontiers of Egypt by the licentious fairs

which are held in honour of his birthday (Mulid).

The other, Ahmad Fu'ad Al'azharl, publishes

since 1 897 at Cairo the little weekly organ a s s a ^
i q a,

i.e., 'Flash of Lightning' (List N°. 40). In al'agjal

it is called political-progressive.
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This characteristic indicates it as forming part of

that section of the Islamic press which will shortly

be discussed more fully.

First I must make mention of the remaining organs

which, to judge by the names of their editors, may

safely be classified as belonging to the Islamic party.

Al'ahall, i.e.. The Citizens' (List N°. 13), founded

by Isma^Il Bek Abaza ^ appearing since 1894; alhi-

maja, i.e., 'Shelter' (List N°. 22), proprietor Sakir

Bek Abaza, since 1896; manfis, i. e., 'Memphis'

(List N°. 23), proprietor Muhammad Mas'^ud, since

1896; al'atar, i. e.. The Spur', (List N°. $3),

proprietor "^All Salam, since 1897; attalaghrafat

alga did a, i.e.. The New Telegrams' (List N°. 35),

proprietor Mahmud Albaguri, since 1897; al^alam

a r u t m a n 1 , i. e., The Ottoman Banner' (List N". 38),

proprietor ''AliJusufAlgardali, since 1897; alhidaja,

i. e.. The Safe Guide' (List N^. 39), proprietor Sech

Muhammad Almahdl, since 1897; annasr, i.e..

The Victory' (List N°. 41), proprietor Muhammad

Murad, since 1897.

All these papers are classified in the al'agjal

catalogue amongst the political-conservative, or the

' The family of Abaza is presumably not of Arabic descent

(possibly they belong to the same stock as the Russian Abazas);

it counts many distinguished men in Damascus amongst its

members.
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scientific-conservative periodicals (N°. 41). Under

the same head we must reckon (to judge by its

name) the monthly periodical alhuda, i. e., 'The

Right Direction' (List N°. 'Z'^), proprietor Ahmad
Lutfi, which seems to have appeared since 1893

(discontinued ?).

Of the remaining organs, edited by Moslems,

there seem to be only four which bear at all a

poHtical character. Two of them, discontinued or

temporarily stopped, are connected with the names

of persons who have taken a prominent part in

poHtics. ^Abdallah Nadim has published, since the

end of August 1892, the weekly periodical al'ustad,

i. e., The Master' (List N°. 47). Shortly after, in

May 1893, Mustafa Kamil commenced to issue the

monthly periodical al mad rasa, i.e.. The School'

(List N°. 55).

Both men are possessed with a glowing hatred

against the 'English Tyrants.' Their motto is:

'Egypt for the Egyptians.' Both are unquestionably

clever, and their vociferous appeals had a great

influence over the already much excited Moslems

of Egypt.

The English, however, have virtually rid them-

selves of one of these gentlemen, ^Abdallah Nadim,

who has now for three years been living in Con-

staninople, and — is silent, it is whispered for a
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remuneration of £> 30 per month, which is paid

regularly ^

With Mustafa Kamil they do not seem to have

made any financial arrangement yet. This young

man, who, considering his age, has shown himself

a most able and ardent agitator, has gained an al-

most unaccountable success in Europe. What is

thought of him in Egypt in well-informed circles,

however, is best illustrated by the remark of a well-

known German, who in the winter of 1896—97 said

to him: "Learn something worth knowing, before

making an exhibition of yourself"

In the summer of 1897, Mustafa Kamil made a

tour of the capitals of Europe. He, who in his

native land was only known as an agitator, was in

Europe received by ministers of state; and the press,

headed by Berlin, showed the interesting stranger

such marked attention as is, generally, only extended

towards real political lions, or men from whom the

business world expects to derive some substantial

benefit. But as his visit fell in the season of literary

dearth, there is some excuse for the press of Europe

being taken in by the Egyptian intriguer. In poli-

* I see from a notice in a paper that he died about a year

ago. Whether his brother 'Abdalfattah Nadim, who assisted him

in the publication of al'ustad, is still engaged in literary work,

I am unable to say.
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tical circles, however, a more dignified reserve ought

to have been observed with regard to this 'stan-

dardbearer of the national views of Egypt,' who

is always quoting the words, 'Egypt for the Egyp-

tians'; but, like his collegue of the Egyptian Pro-

gressive party, he forgets that in order to possess a

thing one must acquire it first, and that this can

never be accomplished by brawling, but only by

•silent, discreet, and persistent labour.

Mr. Kamil did derive but little ultimate benefit

from his Continental tour; in fact we might apply

to him the Arabic proverb: tlfi tlfi mitl ma
ruhfl mitl ma gifl, which, translated, would read

some-thing like this: "Thou hast been abroad,

thou hast returned home, but thou hast brought

nothing."

Arra^jaTamm, i.e., 'The Public Opinion' (List

N°. ii), a paper under English management, greeted

him on his return (in the number of Oct. 24, 1897)

with the question , Whether he carried in his pocket

the dismissal of Lord Cromer and of the English

troops ? His condescending silence surely must

have some secret meaning; and similar sneering

remarks.

It would not be right, however, to take too seriously

this energetic orator, and popular leader of the op-

position; for in the long run England derives more
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benefit from his thus wasting his strength in voci-

ferous speeches than if he were earnestly endea-

vouring to assist in raising his countrymen to a

higher level of civilisation.

The third periodical in question alkamal i.e.,

'Perfection' (List N". 25), a weekly paper edited by

§ech Hamid Ibrahim, and appearing since 1896, is,

as the al'agjal catalogue tells us, a political-pro-

gressive paper. We conclude therefore that it be-

longs to the so called "Young Egyptian party".

The fourth periodical with any pretence to po-

litical tendencies, apart of course from the organs

of the 'Old Islamic party,' is attaqaddum al-

misri, i.e., 'Egyptian Progress' (List N° 49), edited

by §ech Ahmad Alqusi, or rather by the company

which gives the paper its name. It was established

in 1883, but, according to Al'ansari, is now dis-

continued.

I am open to correction when I count the little

weekly periodical albarq, i.e., 'The Flash' (List

N° 85), edited by Mahmud ZakI, among the organs

of the progressive party. Mr. Menassa, who kindly

supplied me with a copy, said: "This paper was

stopped, when its leader, having been sentenced to

six months imprisonment, fled to Tunis."

In the copy before me, Mahmud ZakI himself says

(page 4), that he has been graciously pardoned.
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and the whole number bristles over with insipid

flatteries of the Khedive ^

Of course the Egyptian press does not lack men

of the character so prevalent in Laodicea: 'neither

hot nor cold.' There is for example lisan aTarab,

i. e., 'The Language of the Arabs' (List N° 15),

which, according to the copy before me, is a daily

paper published at Alexandria under the joint

editorship of two Christians, Nagib and Amin

Alhaddad, and the Moslem ^Abduh Badran^.

In the al'agjal Catalogue this paper is classi-

fied with the political-moderate papers, and the

fact of the mixed editorial staff, consisting of two

Christians and one Moslem, would certainly point

to moderate principles.

The moderate views of the next periodical are

obvious from the title, ali^tidal, i. e., 'Moderation'

(List N°. 75). AFansarl says of it: "ali^tidal

appeared at Alexandria, first once, afterwards twice

a week, from the able pen of its proprietor, the

learned Sech Hamza Fathallah, now first Inspector

of Arabic at the Educational Department. The prin-

cipal object of the paper was to urge the adherents of

> According to al'agjal Vol. I. No. 45, May 7, 1898, Mahmud
Zakl is now publishing a Turko-Arabic paper in Stambul.

2 Probably of the old Beirut Moslem family of Badran. The

Alhaddad are natives of the Libanon.
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the ^Urabi-rebelHon to silence and submission to

their rulers, and proceeded to prove with much

earnestness, on the basis of religious law and clear

commonsense, to what evil consequences a departure

from these laws may lead ^ The paper made its

first appearance on Sunday the 15th of Ramadan,

1299 (31 July, 82), but was stopped shortly after."

This same Sech Hamza Fathallah established the

alb urban (List N° 77). Al'ansarl, who reckons it

among the political papers, says of it: "It appeared

at first every Thursday in Alexandria, from the

pen of Sech Hamza Fathallah, and was edited by

Mu^auwad Efendi Farld; later on it was published

at Cairo, twice a week, under the same editorship,

and written by Ahmad Efendi Samir, now pro-

fessor of Arabic at the Madrasa Taufiqija; it was

started in the year 1298 (began December 4, 1880), and

stopped in the year 1301 (began November 2, 1883).

Another political daily paper which, to judge

from the character of the editor , who is personally

known to me, should be classed in this same cate-

^ I have not been fortunate enough to secure any paper in

favour of '^Urabl. I only know that there must have been some

in existence from a remark of Goldziher's in his letter of the

4th of April, 1898, in which he says: "In 1883 I published in the

'Budapesti Szemle' a Hungarian essay, entitled: 'Public Opinion

among the Mohammedans', in which I discussed principally the

journalism of '^Urabl Bascha (alhigaz, etc.)."
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gory, is a Ti'^l am (List N° y6), about which AFansarl

says: "It appeared at first every day from the pen

of Muhammad Efendl Sultan ^ and afterwards from

the pen of §ech Ahmad Miftah, now assistant-

professor of philology at the Madrasat Dar Arulum.

It was edited by. the proprietor, §ech Muhammad

Bairam AlmaghribI, since dead at Cairo; it first

appeared on the 25th of Rabi'^ II, 1302 (11 Jan.

1885), and lasted about 4 years".

In addition to the above I must enumerate the

remaining journals, established by Moslems, and

which seem to belong to the moderate party.

' This upright man, together with 'AbdarrahTm Efendi Ahmad,

represented Egypt at the !ast Oriental Congress in Paris (1897),

where he gave a very interesting account of the life and the lan-

guage of the Beduins of his native land. He is professor at the

"Ecole de Droit" at Cairo where he teaches '^ilm usul alfiqh,

i. e., the science which treats of the origin of Islamic law,

rightly considered one of the most difficult studies, and therefore

only practised by a few. He is one of the best authorities on the

Beduins of Egypt and has Beduin blood in his own veins. He
often spent days and weeks among them, and knows their lan-

guage better than any other man in the capital, where one meets,

as a rule with scant sympathy for the nomadic tribes, and where

people even have difficulty in understanding the tongue of these

sons of the desert. Sultan Efendi, (as his name is generally abre-

viated), compares favourably with his brethren of the profession,

by his quiet , amiable , and manly bearing , which can not be said

of the average specimen of the Egyptian scholar. Sultan Efendi is

a native of Qulusna in Upper Egypt, the reputed hotbed of thieves,

and is about 50 years old.
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Azzaman (List N°. 79) ; alqahira (ListN°.8i);

an nil (List N°. 83); alma'mun (List N°. 93); and

aTarghul (List N°. 96). Hasan Efendi Husni At-

tnwairani contributes to two of these ^

I can give no further information concerning

him, neither do I know anything of Ahmad Sadiq, ^

editor of alma'mun, which, by the way, is only

a kind of appendix to assurur (List N°. 55).

Muhammad Annaggar is also unknown to me; but his

paper al'arghul ^, written almost entirely by himself,

stamps him as a man of ready wit and a fluent pen.

Salim Efendi Faris is a better known man. He
wrote and edited alqahira. It is publicly known

that the 'Faris' in his name connects him with the

renegade Ahmad Faris who for many years published

algawa^ib, assisted by his son Sallm Efendi.

Of course it is also known that the son does

not follow in the footsteps of the father, whose

private life was so often hostilely criticised , but

whose superior intellectual powers were brought

prominently forward by the libellous attacks of his

^ I presume that Hasan Husnl of N°. 79 is identical with the

man who writes for N^. 83.

2 Not likely to be the same as Ahmad Pa§a Sadiq, the well

known scholar who has materially contributed to our knowledge

of Arabia.

' The numbers now before me contain several articles in the

vulgar tongue, in zagal-form.
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Christian and Islamic opponents. The son, it seems,

has not been successful in his journalistic efforts in

Egypt, his alqahira being now discontinued.

To this account of Moslem journalism we may

suitably add the history of the Coptic press. For

the Copts, although Christians, are much nearer

akin to the Islamic inhabitants of Egypt than to

their Syrian co-religionists, who in ever increasing

numbers inundate the country and are getting a

very strong foothold there. The relationship be-

tween these two communities is of a most interesting

nature. It is a life and death struggle. Upon its issue

depends the fate of those 800.000 native Egyptian

Christians, who have so far escaped the awful

butcheries perpetrated by their Islamic brethren,

compared to which the Armenian atrocities are

mere child's play. But, alas! the fate of the Copts

seems to be sealed, in part through their own fault.

Incredible as it may appear, it is nevertheless true,

that when the English, upon their occupation of the

country, looked round for support among the native

Christians, the Copts neglected the opportunity and

sided with their oppressors, with whom they were

much more congenial in thought, disposition, and

mode of living than with any other nation, and

more particularly Europeans.
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Of course the active Syrian was there, ready

for the emergency. A cosmopoHtan always and the

famihar guest in the land of Egypt, he was intimately

acquainted with all its conditions. He at once offered

his services to the conqueror, and before long

proved a very useful instrument, especially when

there was dirty work to do. One after another the

Coptic writers were pushed out of office (only the

Ministers of war and of finance retain a Coptic staff

of workers) and the empty berths were immediately

occupied by skilful Syrians. Now the Copts begin

to regret the lost opportunity, and there is a strong

inclination among them to seek refuge with the

invaders, while another contingent looks for salvation

in a wholesale emigration into Abyssinia.

But neither of these attempts bodes much good.

Coptic journalism is at a very low ebb. Although

the Copt has from time immemorial been either

merchant or scribe he has never mastered the

art of expressing himself easily and clearly. He

very seldom attains beyond the mechanical use of

some standing expressions, and so all writing of

Coptic origin is always easily recognisable by its

crudeness of form and its insignificance of matter.

Not one of the Coptic journalists of the present

day has any striking individuality. The contents of

their papers are of a frivolous nature and when-
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ever something more serious is attempted, or any

topic of more general interest is discussed, it is

dished up with evident lack of knowledge and

judgment.

The favourite topic of all Coptic papers is the

discussion of the sad, lamentable quarrels which

are forever rending the nation. For many years

a bitter war has waged between the Patriarch with

a small faction of laymen and clericals on the one

side, and on the other the mass of the people who

refuse to be ruled and tyrannised over by a hand-

ful of arrogant ignoramuses ^

On the side of the Patriarch stands alwatan
(List N° 3), which has appeared for the last twenty

years, twice a week at Cairo, from the pen of Mi-

cha'^Il Efendl ""Abdassaijid ; and the weekly periodical

an nil (see page 29), published by the Moslem

Hasan Efendi Husni, seems also to support the

Patriarchal party.

Presumably alhaqq i.e., 'The Law' (List N°. 21),

a religious conservative paper pubHshed weekly,

by Jusuf Efendl Manqarjus ^ and alfara'id, i.e.,

1 The classification of Coptic parties here referred to has been

gleaned from a controversial publication called Kitab al'i-

dahat algalija fi ta'rich hawadit almas'ala alqibtlja,

by BuTRUS and Ibrahim, 8vo. pp. 132. Cairo, 1893.

* The formation of the name stamps it as Coptic. In Syriac

the Greek word Makarios, becomes Makarijus, and the q instead of

k, which confirms the rule, is not without interest.
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'The Pearl' (List N°. 62), must also be reckoned

amongst the periodicals on the Patriarchal side,

which used to be supported by the Copt Wahbi

Bek, Inspector of the Patriarchal school.

The remaining Coptic periodicals seem to belong

to the other side. There is in the first place the

organ of the gam^jat attaufiq alqibtija, i. e.,

the Coptic Society "Success," a weekly paper cal-

led attaufiq (List N°. 30), established in 1896,

and classed in the catalogue of alagjal as

scientific progressive. It is characteristic of the

times that this paper is sent free of cost to the

clergy and the Coptic schools. It shows that this

faction leaves no means untried of promulgating its

views. No name is mentioned in the title of the

paper. Nor is the name given of the editor of the

monthly periodical al'islah i. e., 'Reform' (List

N°. 88). It belongs to the gam^ijat ghurrat as-

sabah alkuUija, i.e., 'The General Society "Mor-

ning."' The first number appeared in January, 1892,

but the paper is now discontinued. I am not in

a position to explain the relationship between this

society and that of the attaufiq, but from the

controversial document mentioned on page 32 note i,

I conclude that both are hostile to the Patriach.

The National party has its daily paper in misr

(List N°. 29) ; it is political moderate , owned and

3
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edited by Tadrus Efendi Sanuda Almanqubadi.

Upon the position of al'ichlas (List N°. 27), pro-

prietor, Ibrahim Efendi *^AbdalmasIh, and marked

poHtical, I can give no opinion.

The non-Coptic press of the land takes but Httle

notice of their petty skirmishes. Almu'aijad (List

N°. 8, see also page 1 1 et seq.) seems to incline towards

the Patriarchal party. Of course the Moslems regard

with malicious pleasure these endless quarrels of

their Christian compatriots.

There remains still the third, and, as mentioned

above, the principal element of the Arabic press

in Egypt. The two leading papers, al'ahram and

al'muqattam, have already been spoken of (see

page 10 et seq.).

Next to them in importance come consecutively

assaltana, i.e., 'The Sultanate' (List N°. 36), and

almahrusa, i. e., 'The Capital' (List N°. 2), both

published weekly in Cairo. Assaltana, politi-

cal conservative, published since the beginning of

1897, represents the interests of the Sultan and is

most probably in the pay of Constantinople. The

"Gerant responsable," M. G. Gauthier de la Verriere,

is of course merely a puppet; the real man is Is-

kandar Efendi Salhub *, who styles himself "Direc-

* This same Iskandar Salhub was probably also the editor of

alfata (List No. 59).
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teur Redacteur en chef," and it is said that "un

comite des meilleurs ecrivains politiques les plus

celebres de Paris, de Constantinople et d'Egypte

redige cet organe." Each number is headed by a

few illustrations; N°. 25 has the portraits of the

Governor of Tripolis, Zia Pasha, and the Grand Dukes

Sergius and Paul of Russia. Almahrusa appears

since 1877, and is political moderate. The editor,

"^Aziz Bek Zind, has done some literary work. He

is known as a very able man, but rather too anxious

to find favour with those in power.

By far the best organ in the hands of Syrian

Christians is alh ilal (List N°. 74), a halfmonthly pe-

riodical 'of Science, History, and Literature.' It

entered its sixth year about the middle of 1897, was

established by &irgi Efendl Zaidan, and is still

conducted by this eminently industrious man. M.

Zaidan has qualified himself in many various bran-

ches of knowledge, especially in history and geogra-

phy. Several elaborate publications are the result of

his studies; but one regrets that in so many cases

not the original sources, but European textbooks

should have been consulted ^

Alhilal is under exceptionally good manage-

1 His "Universal History of Freemasonry," as far as I can

gather from a notice of the book in alhilal, year 6, No. 18(15*

of May 1898), deals with the history of the Society in. the East.
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ment; it is calculated to satisfy the manifold re-

quirements of its readers, and is most fortunate in

attracting the Islamic public by special articles

which enter into their particular way of thinking.

For instance, in the number of May 15^11, 1898, the

question is raised; "Who is the greatest man Is-

lam has produced?"

By thus taking special account of the Islamic

interests, it gains the readers' confidence and can

thus venture to feed them with more wholesome

food, discussing the latest discoveries of natural

science and inculcating into their minds a know-

ledge of universal history.

Of very short duration was al b a j a n , only sixteen

numbers of which were issued, commencing March ist.

1897. It was published at first monthly, later

on fortnightly, and compared very satisfactorily

with alhilal, as regards plentiful and interesting

matter.

Of its two editors, Sech ' Ibrahim Aljazi^I and

Dr. Ba§ara Zalzal, the former is a son of §ech

Nasif Aljazigi, well known in the circles of Arabists

by his "Epistola Critica ad de Sacyum," and his

very successful imitation of Hariri's 'maqamat.'

' This is not, in this instance, the familiar scholar's title of the

Islamic world, but a kind of title of nobility carried by some of

the families of the Libanon.
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The son also has made himself famous in litera-

ture and enjoys the well deserved reputation of

being thorough master of the Arabic tongue.

Another name of good repute is represented

in the Syrio-Egyptian Press by alittihad al-

misri, i. e., ^Egyptian Unity,' a periodical issued

twice a week, established in 1879, but now discon-

tinued. Rufa'll Efendi Masaqa was the founder of

this paper, and (xir^is Efendi Nahhas the editor.

The former is undoubtedly a descendant of the

Damascene Protestant family of Masaqa. One of its

members was Micha'il Efendi Masaqa whose fame

as physician and author has travelled far beyond

the boundaries of Syria.

From the Libanon also came the family of Semaijil,

which counts some of its members among the active

co-operators in journalism in Egypt j such as Amin

Efendi Semaijil, solicitor, publisher of the weekly

paper alhuquq i.e.. The Rights' (List N°. 5).

His brother Dr. Sibli Semaijil has gained a greater

renown. Since the beginning of 1886 he has published

the monthly journal ass i fa, i. e., 'Healing' (List

N° 57), a periodical of Medicine, Surgery, Science,

and Practice.

Rasid and Sab^ Semaijil have run in Alexandria,

since September 1897, ^ political daily paper called

albasir, i.e., 'The Sharp-sighted' (List N°. 91).
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The Maronite family of A§§idjaq ^ from Alhadat

in the Libanon not far from Beirut, which pro-

duced the renegade Ahmad Faris and his son

Sahm (see page 29), is represented by Amin Efendi

Assidjaq, publisher of the weekly journal assarq,

i. e., 'The East' (List N°. 28) , which has appeared at

Cairo since 1896, and is known as political moderate.

To the Beirut family of Sihada whose well-known

members Nachle and Salim ^ were for many years

in the service of the Russian Consulate General of

Syria, belongs probably Naqula Sihada, who styles

himself the leader of the poHtical paper arra'id

almisri, i.e., *The Egyptian Messenger' (List N^.

92). It is pubHshed twice a week, and is now in

its second year of issue.

The man who amongst all the Syrian journalists

stands in the worst repute is Sahin Efendi Maka-

rijus. He has already been mentioned as joint-editor

with Faris Nimr and Sarruf of the political daily

paper almuqattam and of the monthly periodical

almuqtataf.

1 To this same family belongs Tannus Assidjaq , the editor

of the ta'rich ala'jan fi gabal lubnan i.e., 'History of the

noble families of the Libanon.' It is a dull and unreliable record,

but in the absence of a better authority, cannot be ignored.

2 Salim has also been engaged in the publication of a geo-

graphical and historical lexicon, which however, as far as I

know, has not been very successful.
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It is known all over Syria and Egypt that Ma-

karijus is a man without erudition and judgment;

but he is a valuable element in the triple alliance

on account of his great professional activity which,

even for a Syrian, is unusually great.

But, as often happens, Makarijus was not satis-

fled to have gained this renown; he longed for

more literary laurels. He founded the monthly journal

allata'if i.e., 'Comic Stories' (List N°. 64), and called

himself sole proprietor and "writer." As a matter

of fact, however, the leading articles were written

by his cousin Iskandar Efendi §ahin, who took

care to publish the fact of his co-operation in a

preface to the first number. But in the final press-

copy Makarijus suppressed all reference to the

authorship of the article in question.

It could not long remain hidden however. Almu-
^a ij a d saw rightly, that Makarijus could not have

written the article, and asked him why he did not

honestly acknowledge that Iskandar Sahin was the

author. Makarijus, however, continued to play his

dangerous game , and made his cousin reply to the

accusation, referring to the introductory article.

Only then Iskandar's eyes were opened, for he

received from all sides copies in which all the

passages bearing upon the matter of authorship

had carefully been suppressed , while the copy given
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into his hands by the editor had the authentic

article in full.

This was a serious matter. In the first place they

were cousins, and being Christian Syrians who make

a point of supporting each other, especially when

dealing with foreigners, their relationship became

a double tie between them. In the second place

they were both in English pay. Iskandar Sahin has

published during the last five years the political

weekly paper called arra'jaTamm, i. e., 'Public

Opinion' (List N°. ii); this being in reaHty a

Supplement to almuqattam.
In his paper of 24 October, 1 897, Iskandar Sahin

most carefully makes a point of contradicting the

assertions of malevolent persons who declare that

there is a serious quarrel brewing between him and

his worthy cousin; but he writes in such a clever way

that the latter's strange behaviour peeps out.

This little episode is only dwelt upon here a

little more at length, because it is such a good spe-

cimen of the spirit of intrigue which prevails in

Syrian circles. It cannot be denied however, that

Iskandar §ahin is a very clever man. In the number

of his arra'jaTamm, just referred to, there is

a very good article which we might entitle "Lite-

rary Character Sketches ;" another which gives amu-

sing specimens of the Arabic , spoken at the Egyp-
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tian High Court of Justice; and a third which

eulogises the journal albajan of Aljazigi.

The Illustrated Comic Weekly Paper almusir,

edited by Salim Efendi Sarkis and published at

Cairo, owes its notoriety in Europe, and especially

in Germany, not to its intrinsic worth, but to a

somewhat unpleasant occurrance. In the autumn of

1897, Mr. Sarkis was condemned to prison by the

superior court for using insulting language against

the German Emperor. It is no secret in Cairo who

were the misguided people , who, to make a mark for

themselves , and to gain favour with some persons in

power, noised the matter abroad as much as they

could, and gave a wide circulation to the scribblings

of the hitherto obscure little journal. This was but

a doubtful service to Germany. The Government

was obliged to take notice, although to have ignored

the whole affair would have been much more dignified.

When Salim Efendi Sarkis , however , in his wild fan-

tastic flights, speaks in unsuitable terms of the ruler of

the land, the Empress of India, the matter becomes

rather more serious, although, even in that case, the

expediency of punishing the culprit remains some-

what doubtful.

Amongst the literary men mentioned in the list

appended and not previously referred to, the fol-

lowing are of Syrian origin:
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1. Salim Efendi Habballn, editor of aTadl, i.e.,

justice' (List n°. 17).

2. Jusuf Efendi Kin'^an, editor of assaijar i.e.,

'The Traveller' (List N^. 18).

3. Dr. "Id, editor of tabib aTa'ila, i. e., The
Family Doctor' (List N°. 20).

4. Sech Jusuf Alchazin, editor of al'achbar,

i. e., The News' (List N°. 26); he belongs pro-

bably to the noble family of Alchawazina, also

called Masajich bait Alchazin, natives of the Li-

banon, about which see my 'Muwassah,' page 73

note 2.

5. Adwar (Edward) Efendi Gredaij, editor of at-

turaija, i.e., 'The Pleiades' (List N°. 31).

6. Qaisar Efendi Karam, editor of Turkija,

i. e., Turkey' (List N°. 34) ; he is probably of the same

family as the notorious Maronite rebel Jusuf Bek

Karam , who in the beginning of the sixties caused

the Porte a good deal of trouble in the northern

Libanon, his native land.

7. Micha'il Antun Saqqal, already mentioned

(page 5) as editor ofal'ajjal, i.e., 'The Centuries'

(List N°. 42).

8. Antunjus Mansur, editor of attamara, i.e.,

'The Fruit' (List N°. 50).

9. Farag Efendi Mizrahl, editor of alhaqlqa,

i.e., 'The Truth' (List N". 51).
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10. Aijub Efendi ^Aun, editor of azzara*^a, i.e.,

^Agriculture' (List N°. 54).

11. Grurg ^ Efendi Mirza, editor of as surur, i.e.,

'The Joy' (List N°. 55).

12. Dr. §alhub Bek, editor of alfawa'id assih-

hija, i. e. , 'Things worth knowing concerning

health' (List N°. 63).

13. "^Atlja Efendi Gir§is, editor ofmarqa anna-

gah, i.e., 'Guide to Prosperity' (List N°. 66).

14. Micha'il Efendi &urgi ^Aura, editor of al-

bajan, i.e., 'Exposition' (List N°. 78).

15. Iskandar Efendi Nahhas, editor of mir'at

as§ar q, i. e., 'The Mirror of the Orient' (List N°. 82).

16. Naqula Efendi Tuma, editor of al'ahkam,

i. e., 'The Statutes' (List N°. 98).

17. Jusuf Efendi SaM, editor of albunana i.e.,

'The Meadow' (List N°. 10 1).

18. Chalil Efendi Annaqqas, at one time editor

of almahrusa, i.e., 'The Capital' (List N°. 2).

In all probability the names of the following persons

belong to this same category of Syrians : Salim Pasa

Hamawi, leader of alfalah, i. e., 'Thrift, (List N°. 6);

Jusuf Efendi Asaf, leader of alma hakim, i.e.,

'Justice-courts' (List N°. 9); and Nagib Alhagg ^

^ Popular is the writing Gurgl for Girgi, see, e. g. Recensement

General 1882 (Arabic), Vol. I, p. 282.

2 The present Maronite Patriarch, Msgr. Juhanna Butrus Alhagg,
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writer of abulhaul i.e., 'The Sphinx' (List N°. lo).

More doubtful is the Syrian origin of Messrs.

Gammal and Mesoba^who publish the commercial paper

al'i'lan, i.e., 'The Adviser' (List N°. 87). I believe

this paper is now discontinued ; for even Egypt has

not yet been educated up to the charms of gratuitous

advertising mediums of this sort. The paper was

distributed free of charge, and comprised, besides

the news of the Stock Exchange, 'A Beautiful Story,'

Prize Questions, and other attractions.

We find three other Oriental races striving for

a place on the Egyptian market of journalism.

These are Jews, Armenians, and Kurds.

Dafid Jarhl published in September, 1894, the

first number of alj anasib, i. e., 'The Lottery' (List

N". 89), an organ more for commercial adventure

than for literary purposes, as the title clearly in-

dicates.

The Armenian Iskandar Karkur is the founder

of the weekly paper azzara^^a, i. e., 'Agriculture'

(List N°. 19), classified as scientific progressive.

Well worthy of notice is the publication of the

Kurd, Miqdad Midhat Bek, son of the last of the

is descended from this Christian family. The writer of the article

on Maronite Patriarchs in alma§riq, Vol. I, p. 396, gives him

even during his lifetime the title of m^r (Saint).
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powerful Derebeys of Turkey , Bedrchan Pasa '

,

whose name has become famiHar through the narra-

tives of the travellers Moltke and Layard.

The members of this Kurdish family do not enjoy

a particularly good reputation, and those amongst

them who have entered the service of the Turkish

Government are constantly found fault with in

the press.

Howsoever it may be with Miqdad Bek, the foun-

der and editor of the fortnightly paper Curdistan

(List N°. 109), one cannot but admire his courage

for being the first to plead for the interests of his

nation by a public newspaper.

According to a notice in alhilal (N°. 17, May,

1898), Curdistan gives not merely Kurdish articles,

but is an arena in which the penmen of different

nationalities and diverse ways of thinking can

exercise their powers.

Europe is also represented in the press of Egypt

,

which has always shown such generous hospitality to

foreigners. We find, for instance, the name of Dr.

Watson, an EngHshman (or is he an American?), as

publisher of almursid, i. e., 'The Leader' (List

N°. 12), a religious progressive weekly paper.

Musju Bartu (M. Barthou?) has been, since the

* I gave some information regarding him in my Bohtan, pp.

14 and III.
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beginning of 1892, co-editor with one Faris Efendi

(a Syrian?) of asSarq, i. e., 'The East' (List

N°. 56), in Arabic and French.

Alittihad al'islaml, 'L'Union Islamique' (List

N°. 68), is also a mixed Arabic and French pubH-

cation. It has appeared since the isth November,

1897, and is published at Cairo by the solicitor

Eugene Clavel. Articles are sent in by the principal

Islamic journalists of Egypt, and it reckons amongst

its contributors Algerians and a number of eminent

European scholars.

There is one other element in the press of Egypt

well worthy of special notice in a land where, as

is generally said, women have no share in public

affairs — an assertion that is decidedly exaggerated.

There are examples, even in the Islamic world, of

women who have taken a very active part in public

life, and in literature we meet not infrequently

with the names of ladies , not only, as is well known,

as writers of poetry, but as participating in scien-

tific work, preferably of a religious nature, such

as the studying and teaching of "the sacred traditions

of the Acts and Words of the Prophet (Hadit) ^

;"

less often they treat of philosophy and medicine.

1 I have collected a vast amount of material bearing upon this

subject which I hope, before long, to offer to the public.
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In the course of centuries Islam has retrograded

in this as in all things. The general decline ne-

cessarily involves the deterioration of the position

of the woman. Wherever Christians have fallen under

the influence of Islam, the general condition of the

woman is even worse than among the true belie-

vers. The Coptic woman, for example, occupies a

far lower position than the Moslem woman in Egypt.

But wherever Christians have risen above the level

of their Islamic brethern, the condition of the woman

is also raised above the general standard.

Closely connected with this fact, we notice the part

taken by women in the development of the Arabic

Press of Egypt. A Coptic lady-journalist it is almost

impossible to conceive. One might come up to the

point of picturing a Moslem woman engaged on

the press; and although I have not actually met

with any lady of genuine Islamic birth who has

been thus engaged, there can be no doubt about

it that there are many Islamic-Arabian women who

would do credit to Journalism.

Mrs. Zainab Fauwaz has proved in several

literary productions, that women of her religion

and origin may be quite capable of wielding the

pen; that they are sufficiently well instructed, and

possess the taste which is indispensable K

1 Nazli Hanum, the well known leader of the "Jeune Turquie,"
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But the spirit which in our days influences even

the moderate adherents of Islam in Egypt is

not such as to draw out literary talent in their

women, and we must not expect too much from

the initiative of the Egyptian woman, who is

instinctively shy and reticent.

The Christian Syrian woman is altogether diffe-

rent. Like her lord and master she is fearless,

enterprising, energetic. No wonder that she has

worked her way into the press of the land, and has

secured a place for herself there. The 'Ladies Jour-

nal,' written by women is quite a conspicuous fea-

ture in the press, and bids fair to be a lasting one.

The lady-contributors to this speciality of Arabic

journalism are all Christian Syrians.

The oldest of the four ladies' journals known

to me is the monthly periodical alfatat, i. e.,

The Girl' (List N°. 60), edited by Hind bint Nau-

fal, and published at Cairo since 1892.

The weekly paper mi r' at alhasna, i.e., 'Beauty's

Mirror' (List N°. 32), edited by Marjam Mizhir, is

supposed to have commenced its career in 1896. In

the year 1898 two other ladies' journals were regis-

tered, the weekly paper alfirdaus, i.e., 'Pa-

does not come under this category. She belongs to the reigning

house of Egypt, which is of Turkish origin and whose female

members occupy quite a separate position.
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radise' (List N°. 44), by Lawiza (Louise) Habbalin,

and an IS alga lis, i.e., 'The Faithful Companion'

(List N°. 105), by Aleksandra Avierino * , with co-

operation of Labiba Hasim.

Mrs. Avierino is well introduced. On March 26,

1898, she presented in a private audience a copy

of her journal to the mother and the wife of the

Khedive, together with some verses expressly

composed in honour of the Princesses. But what

is still more to her credit is the honourable mention

made of her journal by the editor of the almu-

'aijad (see p. 11). He says in N°. 2393 of that

paper (3 Febr. 1898, p. 3): "This is in my opinion

the first genuine Arabic woman's paper, published

in Egypt, and written by a woman. Other ladies'

journals may have appeared previously to this, but

they have been theirs only in name, in reality

they were written by others."

This judgment is somewhat harsh and exaggerated,

and certainly does not place the lady-journalists

of the present day in a very creditable light.

Without wishing to say anything against the

brave women who have broken the ice and boldly

* The name 'Avierino' I take from a notice in Luzac's Oriental

List, 1898 (Vol. IX, N°. 4, p. 92). I do not know of what extrac-

tion this lady is, but presume she is of Syrian descent, like her

co-editress Labiba Hasim, whose family is for the greater part

established at Zahle (Libanon).

4
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put their names to the enterprise, it cannot be denied

that, generally speaking, the best elements have

kept in the background.

How long is it since in Europe the lady-journa-

list has been a familiar figure in the press? Ought

we to be surprised, then, that the East has not

yet reached up to that point?

I know from personal observation that there are

many Christian Syrian women whose intellect is

far above the average. I have met ladies and girls,

who could very creditably recite long pieces of

poetry or passages from the best Arabic-Islamic

writings , and I have in my possession a little book

,

publishing the report on a Syrian Ladies' Society,

in which are articles written by women which testify

to their superior intellectual capacities.

This account of the Arabic Press in Egypt is

by no means complete. Many publications, espe-

cially among those of older date, must have escaped

my notice.

Since writing this essay, some dozen new jour-

nals have appeared upon the scene. This, however,

need not prevent this account from being published

;

it forms the frame-work into which may be added

what is lacking of anterior periodicals and of new-

comers.
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Some readers may be alarmed at the rapid pro-

gress of the press in Egypt. But there is no cause

for alarm. Could the world progress too rapidly?

In a country where such unfathomable depths

of ignorance and spiritual laziness have yet to be

filled up, or bridged over, can there ever be done

enough in employing those means which, besides

schools, are the most efficacious ? Certainly not. The

press , instead of being checked in its growth should

be supported and encouraged, so that journalism

in all its different branches may obtain an ever

wider influence and improve in substance.

Thus only can the press become of real help to

the masses, by giving the adults in full liberty

what they enjoyed — more often, alas, not enjoyed

in this benighted land — as children by constraint:

manifold instruction and noble entertainment.

The Government, however, will have to grant

the press also henceforward the greatest possible

liberty of action, and support its endeavours,

irrespective of party spirit and personal or political

opinions.



LIST OF NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS

THAT HAVE APPEARED OR

ARE NOW APPEARING IN EGYPT *.

I. al^ahram — Les Pyramides; daily, Alexan-

dria; Basara Basa Taqla; Political Conservative;

1876. "Appears now daily, formerly weekly. First

1 For the sources from which this list has been compiled, see

page 5 et seq. In N^s. i—45 (which are arranged according to

seniority), there follow after the name, first, what alagjal notes

about them, without special mark and secondly Al^ansari's remarks.

Nos. 46—84 comprise the journals mentioned by APansari, and

not already included in Nos. i—45. Of Nos. 85—94, I only have

odd copies for which I am indebted to Mr. Iskandar Menassa.

Nos. gj—168 have come under my notice by various other means

(for Nos. no— 164, see note to No. no). In all cases where I

have had before me one or more copies of the journal, a descrip-

tion of its outside appearance has been added (compare remark

page 8). In case of contradictory statements (as for instance in

No. 7, between the date given by AFansan and others), this has

not been specially commented upon. The sagacious reader will

easily see which is the correct one.
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proprietor and editor Salim Bek Taqla, till the year

1 3 10 (began 26 July 1892) in collaboration with his

brother Basara Bek Taqla, who is now sole pro-

prietor and editor; is existing since 1293 (began

28 Jan. 1876)." Al'ansari. — Year 22, N°. 5925,

Sept. 18, 1897; pp. 4 (each 7 cols.) in 66 X 50 centim.

2. almahrusa — Al-Mahroussa ; weekly, Cairo ^

;

^Aziz Bek Zind^; Political Moderate; 1877. "Appears

now weekly under management of the proprietor

Rofa^Il Efendi Zind ; used to appear daily; written and

edited by Jusuf Efendi Asaf and Chalil Efendi An-

naqqas; was started in 1294 (began Jan. 16, 1877)."

APansari. — Year 21, N°. 2212, Oct. 26, 1897; pp.4

(each 5 cols.) in 5iX35>5 centim.

3. alwatan — Al-Watan; twice a week, Cairo;

Micha^Il Efendi ^^Abdassaijid ; Political Conservative

;

1878. "Appears now once a week; is existing since

1294 (began Jan. 16, 1877); editor and proprietor

Micha'il Efendi 'Abdassaijid." AFansari. — Year 20.

N°. 1749; 31 Aug. 1897; pp. 4 (each 6 cols.) in

53X40^5 centim.

4. alittihad almisri; twice a week, Alexan-

dria; Rofa'il Efendi Masaqa. Political Moderate;

1 Was established in Alexandria, afterwards transferred to Cairo

;

see alhilal, Vol. i, N^. i. p. 14, Note i.

2 Known from his publication of the dangerous freethinker

Abul'^ala Alma'^arrl's luzumijat, Cairo,
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1 88 1. "Used to appear every Sunday, Tuesday and

Thursday; editor &ir^is Efendi Nahhas; proprietor

Rofa^Il Efendi Masaqa; established in 1297 (began

Dec. 15, 1879) and existed till 13 10 (July 26, 1892);

no further issues since then." Aransari.

5. alhuquq — Al-Hocouc; weekly, Cairo; Amin

Efendi Semaijil; Scientific Moderate; 1886. — "Juri-

dical, Historical, and Literary Journal; every Sa-

turday; proprietor and editor Amin Efendi Semaijil,

now Barister at the native Superior Court of Justice.

Established in 1303 (began Oct. 10, 1885)." Al^an-

sari. — Year 12, N°. 43; Oct. 30, 1897; pp. 4 (each

2 cols.) in 23X16 centim.

6. alfalah — El-Falah; twice a week, Cairo;

Sallm Basa Hamawi; Political Conservative; 1888.

"Daily, Sundays excepted; proprietor and editor

Sallm Efendi Hamawi; established in the year 1303

(began Oct. 10, 1885); was discontinued and after-

wards taken up again" '. AFansarl. — Year 1 1 ^,

N°. 773; Oct. 29, 1897; pp. 4 (each 6 cols.) in

55 X43 centim.

7. almuqattam — Al-Mokattam; daily, Cairo;

Dr. Nimr, Dr. Sarruf and Sahin Bek Makarijus;

' It is not an uncommon thing in the East for periodicals to

be discontinued for a while, even for a couple of years ; the same

was done at Beirut with the attaqaddum.
2 The somewhat enigmatical observation is here added : "and

Year 29 of our Newspapers."
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Political Progressive; 1889. — "Daily; proprietor and

editor Faris Efendi Nimr, Ja^qub Efendi Sarruf and

Sahin Efendi Makarijus, established on Thursday

15 &umada I, 1309 (began Dec. 17, 1891).' 'Aran-

sari. — Year 9, N°. 2601; Oct. 12, 1897; pp. 4 (each

6 cols.) in 55X40,5 centim.

8. almu^aijad — Al-Moayad; daily, Cairo;

Assaich "^Ali Jnsuf; Political Conservative; 1890.

—

"Appears daily; formerly written and edited by the

late Assaich Ahmad Madi, who died in 1 3 1 1 (began

July 15, 1893), in collaboration with the proprietor

Assaich ""Ah Ibn Jusuf, who is now sole proprietor,

editor, and writer; appeared first on Sunday 8 Rebf

II, 1307, (Dec. 2, 1889)." Aransarl. — Year 8,

N°. 2308; Oct. 25, 1897; pp. 4 (each 6 cols.) in

55 X 39^5 centim.

9. almahakim — Al-Mahakem; weekly, Cairo;

Jusuf Bek Asaf; Scientific Moderate. 1890. — "Juri-

dical, Scientific, and Literary Journal ; appears three

times a week, edited by Jusuf Efendi Asaf; esta-

bhshed Sunday, 15 Ramadan, 1307 (began May 5,

1890)." Afansari. — Year 8, N«. 332; Oct. 31, 1897;

pp. 8 (each 3 cols.) in 32X21 centim.

10. a b u 1 h a u 1 ; weekly, Alexandria ; Nagib Efendi

Alhagg; Political Conservative; 1893. — Year 5,

N°. 21, Nov. I, 1897; pp. 8 (each 2 cols.) in

25,5 X 18 centim.; calls itself "Free Ottoman Poli-
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tical Journal"; proprietor and writer, Nagib Ha^g;

edited in Cairo by Rasid Hag^.

11. arra^j al^amm — Al-Rai Ul-Aam; weekly,

Cairo; Iskandar Efendi Sahin; Political Progressive;

1893. — Year 5, N°. 37; Oct. 24, 1897; PP- 8

(each 2 cols.), in 25 X 18 centim.

12. almursid; weekly, Cairo; Dr. Watsen

(Watson?); Religious Progressive, 1893.

13. a Pa hall; weekly, Cairo; Isma^il Bek Abaza;

Political Conservative; 1894.

14. alm u §ir "The Counsellor" (Al-Musheer); weekly,

Cairo ; Sallm Efendi Sarkis ; Political Progressive

;

1894. — Year 2, N°. 61 ; Nov. 23, 1895; pp. 8

(each 2 cols.) in 25,5 X i5>5 centim. As proprietor

and responsible editor it is signed: frukija (Who

is the dummy behind the scenes?); Sallm Sarkis

calls himself "Muharrir alga rid a," i.e., writer

of the journal. Characteristic of the man, see p. 41.

15. lisan aParab — Ligan-al-Arab ; weekly,

Alexandria; Assaich Najib Haddad and ^Abduh

Badran ; Political Moderate; 1894. — Year 4, N°. 969;

Nov. I, 1897; pp. 4 (each 4 cols.) in 41,5 X 28

centim. Editorial staff: Nagib and Amin Alhaddad

and ^Abduh Badran; daily paper.

16. aTislam; weekly, Cairo; ASSaich iVhmad

Assadill; Religious Conservative; 1894. — Year 3,

N". 7; Aug. I, 1896; pp. 24 in 20,3 X 12,2 centim.
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It calls itself: "Journal of Science, Literature, and

History;" appears on the first of every Arabic

month; proprietor and writer Ahmad ^Ali Assadili

AFazhari; established in 131 1 (began July 15, 1893).

17. al*^adl; weekly, Cairo; Salim Efendl Hab-

balln; Political Conservative; 1895.

18. a s s a i j a r ; weekly, Cairo
; Jusuf Efendl Kin*^an;

Political Moderate; 1895. *

19. azzara^a; weekly, Cairo; Iskandar Efendl

Karkur; Scientific Progressive; 1895.

20. t a b 1 b a 1 *^a ^i 1 e ; monthly, Cairo ; Dr. Id

;

Scientific Progressive; 1895.

21. alhaqq; weekly, Cairo; Jusuf Efendi Man-

qarjus; Religious Conservative; 1895.

22. a 1 hi ma j a; weekly, Cairo; Sakir Bek Abaza;

Political Conservative; 1896. — Year 2, N". 34;

Aug. 26, 1897; pp. 4 (each 4 cols.) in 42X28
centim.; calls itself: "Daily paper of Politics, Na-

tionality, Osmanliism, and Criticism, appearing pro-

visionally only once a week;" was established by

Sakir Abaza.

23. Manfis — Memphis; twice a week, Cairo;

Muhammad Efendl Mas^ud ; Political Conservative;

1896.

24. annahg alqawim; weekly, Cairo; Assaich

Muhammad Alchaijami; Political Conservative, 1896.

Year 2, N°. 59; Oct. 22, 1897; pp. 4 (each 5 cols.)
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in 49X35,5 centim. ; calls itself: "Daily journal of

Nationality, Politics, General News, and Osmanliism,

provisionally appearing only on Fridays." Proprietor

and writer Muhammad Chaijami and Muhammad
Muhammad, known by the name of Assarbatli.

25. alkamal; weekly, Cairo; Assaich Hamid

Ibrahim; Political Progressive; 1896.

26. aPachbar; daily, Cairo; Assaich Jusuf Al-

chazin; Political Moderate; 1896.

27. a P i c h 1 a s — El-Ekhlas^ ; weekly, Cairo ; Ibra-

him EfendT ''Abdalmaslh ; Political Moderate; 1896.

Year 3, N°. 142; Sept. 11, 1897; pp. 4 (each 5 cols.)

in 48X 33 centim. Established 1895 = 1313; appears,

for the present, every Tuesday and Saturday.

28. assarq; weekly, Cairo; Amin Efendi Assi-

djaq; Political Moderate; 1896.

29. Misr; daily, Cairo; Tadrus Efendi Sanuda

Almanqubadi 2; Political Moderate; 1896. — Year 3,

N°. 546; Nov. 4, 1897; pp. 4 (each 6 cols.) in

54X40,5 centim. In this number Tadrus Efendi

is mentioned as proprietor and editor.

30. attauflq; weekly, Cairo; &am^jat Attauflq

* Besides this, the title bears the following inscription: "Ele-

Skhneritla Ela Si."

2Manqubad is, according to the 'Recensement G6n6ral de

r^gypte' 1882, Vol. 2, p. 309, a Nahije of the Qism Usjut with

2909 inhabitants and a school. '^Ali Mubarak in his well known

chitat does not mention the name, it seems.
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Alqibtija, i.e. the Coptic Society "Success"; Scien-

tific Progressive; 1896. — Year i, N°. 44; Aug. 6,

1897; pp. 8 (each 2 cols.), in 23,5 X 17 centim.

Calls itself "Journal of Literature and Culture," ap-

pears every Friday.

31. atturaija; monthly, Cairo; Adwar [Edward]

Efendl Gredaij ; Scientific Progressive ; 1 896.

32. mir^at alhasna; weekly, Cairo; Assaijide

[Madame] Marjam Mizhir; Scientific Moderate; 1896.

33. aPatar; weekly, Cairo; ^Ali Efendl Salam;

Political Conservative; 1897.

34. turkija — La Turquie; weekly, Cairo;

Qaisar Efendl Karam; Political Conservative; 1897.

—

Year i. No. 19; Oct. 31, 1897; pp. 4 (each 6 cols.)

i" 55 X 41 centim. Proprietors Qaisar and NasrI

Karam; editor and writer Qaisar Karam; styles

itself: "Daily Journal of Politics, Science, and Li-

terature."

35. attalaghrafat 1 algadlda — La nouvelle

Depeche; daily, Cairo; Mahmud Efendl Albaguri;

Political Conservative; 1897. — Year 2, N°. 160

;

Oct. I, 1897; pp. 4 (each 3 cols.) in 39 X 25,5

centim. Proprietor K. Lazar; writer Tauflq *^Azzuz.

36. assaltana; weekly, Cairo; Iskandar Efendl

Salhub; Political Conservative; 1897. — Year i,

1 The form tilghraf (see Washington p. 2, note i) can only

be allowed for Syria.
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No. 25; Sept. 17, 1897; pp. 4 (each 6 cols.) in

55 X 40>5 centim. About the "responsible" Editor

and the select editorial staff, see page 34.

37. tanta; weekly, Cairo; Assaich Muhammad
Taufiq APazharl; Political Conservative; 1897.

38. al^'alam aTutmani; weekly, Cairo; ""All

Efendl Jusuf Algardall; Political Conservative; 1897.

39. alhidaja; weekly, Cairo; Assaich Muham-

mad Almahdi; Political Conservative; 1897.

40. assa*^iqa; weekly, Cairo; Ahmad Efendi

Fu^ad AFazharl; Political Progressive; 1897.

41. annasr; weekly, Cairo; Muhammad Efendl

Murad; Scientific Conservative; 1897.

42. aPagjal — Al-Agial; weekly, Cairo; Messrs.

Simjan Ichwan [Simeon Freres?]; Scientific Mode-

rate; 1897. — I have in my possession year i,

N°. I, June 19, 1897, to N°. 47, May 21, 1898.

Calls itself: "Illustrated Journal of Literature and

Industry." Appears every Saturday. Editor Micha'll

Antun Saqqal; pp. 16 (each 2 cols.) in 24,5 X ^7

centim. (The three first Nos. have pp. 8 (each 3

cols.) in 41 X 26 centim.)

43. albajan; monthly, Cairo; Assaich Ibrahim

Aljazi^ and Dr. Ba§ara Zalzal; Scientific Moderate

;

1897. — I have before me year i, N°. i, March i,

1897, to N°. 18, Aug. 16, 1898. No further num-

bers have been issued. Calls itself: "Journal of
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Science, Literature, Medicine, and Industry;" Nos. i

to 7, appeared monthly in pp. 48. Nos. 8 and fol-

lowing, fortnightly 1 in pp. 32 of 19 X ^ centim.

44. alfirdaus; weekly, Cairo; Assaijide [Ma-

dame] Luwiza Habbahn; Scientific Moderate; 1898.

45. alwaqaji^ almisrija (see p. 2); In the

agjal-article this oldest journal of the country is

mentioned at the end with the remark that it had

not been included in the list, because it was the

official paper and had no special colouring^. AFan-

sari, however, remarks particularly (Polit. N°. 17):

"This is the official Government paper; was first

issued in the year 1248 (began May 31, 1832), and

has appeared regularly ever since, once a week; at

first on Mondays and afterwards on Sundays. It

gives the latest home and foreign news, shipping

and commercial intelligence, besides other items of

general interest. It was written, at first, in Arabic,

then, for a short time in Turkish, and afterwards

again in Arabic; was edited in the beginning by

Assaich Muhammad 'Abdarrahim Attahtawi, after-

wards by the eminent stylist Assaich Muhammad

1 At No. 16 the journal was stopped, Nos. 17 and 18 followed

a long time after.

' la sabgha chususija laha; we will refrain from passing

any comment on this imitation of a French turn. Washington

gives sibgha.
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*^Abduh. Thus it remained until the now existing

regulations were introduced, namely that it should

be published both in Arabic and French, three

times a week, on Saturdays, Mondays, and Wednes-

days, under the management of A§§aich *^Abdal-

karlm Salman, who is also wakil qalamalmat-
bu*^at (representative of the press). This journal is

still looked upon as the official organ of the go-

vernment and the link between the government

and the nation. It publishes the High decrees

and Cabinet orders; and all official resolutions

and announcements of the Ministries, the Mudi-

rljes, the Muhafazas and inferior administrative

departments are inserted here." — It should be

observed that the Arabic and French texts do not

appear together, but are published separately. The

French issue is called the 'Moniteur Egyptien.* I

have been told on good authority that the text of

the two issues does not always agree; and that not

infrequently certain matters, freely discussed in the

alwaqaji^ are suppressed in the 'Moniteur' chiefly

intended to be read by the 'Corps diplomatique,'

it being not deemed advisable to give these too

clear an insight into the Intima of the Ministries.

This official publication is unquestionably an inex-

haustible source of information for the study of the

political and social history of the land.
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46. (Scient. N°. i^) aTadab; " Review 2 of

Science and Literature, appeared first on Thursday,

10 (jumada I, 1304 (Febr. 4, 1887); written and

edited by Assaich ''Ali Jusuf, who is actually the

writer and editor of almu^aijad (List N". 8). It

was discontinued after the appearance of a 1 m u-

^aijad, but resuscitated in 1310 (began July 26,

1892), under the management of Muhammad Efendl

Mas*^ud. At first it was issued weekly, but later on

fortnightly; now discontinued." AFansari. — Year 4,

N°. 5; 15 Rabi' I, 1 3 10 (Sept. 27, 1898); calls it-

self: "Journal of Science and Literature, appearing

fortnightly."

47. (Scient. N°. 2) aFustad; "Journal of Science,

Instruction and Entertainment; used to appear every

Tuesday from the pen of ""Abdallah Efendl Nadim,

now residing in Constantinople; the editor was

''Abdalfattah Efendl Nadim, brother of the author;

was started on i Safar, 13 10 (began Aug. 25, 1892);

discontinued." AFansari.

48. (Scient. N°. 3) albustan; Journal of Science;

appears every month from the pen of the proprietor

"^Abdalwahid Efendl Hamdl; was started on Saturday

* About the meaning of this reference see page 6.

2 Magilla is the word generally used; Arabic pedants call it

mag all a. In describing the different journals I follow the original

of Al^ansari, who uses sometimes the word magilla, sometimes

garida. In the heading all scientific journals are called gara'id.
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II Ramadan 1309 (began April 9, €892)." AFansari.

49. (Scient. N°. 4) attaqaddum almisri;

"Journal of Science and Literature, from the pen

of the members of the Society attaqaddum al-

misri, i.e., ^Egyptian Progress;' edited by AsSaich

Ahmad Alqusi, now Professor at the Madrasat Al-

gamalija; was started on i Ramadan, 1300 (began

April 6, 1883); discontinued." AFansarl.

50. (Scient. N°. 5) attamara — El-Thamara

(Le Fruit) ; "Journal of Science, Literature, History^

and Fiction; appears in Alexandria every third

Wednesday, from the pen of Antunjus Efendi Man-

sur; was started on 28 Ragab, 13 10 (began Febr. 17,

1893)." Al'ansari. — Year 4, N°. 2, Febr. i, 1896;

pp. 8-I-24 in 20X 12 centim. It is entitled a "Journal

ofScience, Literature, History, and Fiction; appearing

fortnightly." "Discontinued," Menassa. X
(Scient. N°. 6) see above page 54 N^. 5.

51. (Scient. N°. j) alhaqlqa; "Journal of

Science, History, and Commerce; used to appear

every Thursday; was started on 29 Gumada II,

1306 (began March 2, 1889) under the management

of Fara^ Efendi Mizrahl; discontinued." AFansarl.

52. (Scient. N°. 8) arrawl; "Journal of Science

and Literature; appears on 15th of every month

from the pen of Butrus Efendi Hanna AfusjutI; was

started on 26 Gumada II, 13 10 (began Dec. 15, 1892)."
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AransarT. — Year 2, Nos. 9 and 10, Sept. i, 1890,

pp. 32 in 18,5X11,5 centim.; calls itself "Journal

of Literature and Recreation, established by Challl

Zenija." At the end of this double number, the

editor, in an epilogue dated Alexandria, Nov. 3,

1890, takes leave of his readers, as he has decided

voluntarily to discontinue his journal, in the hope

of resuscitating it at some future time.

53. (Scient. N®. 9) arrasad; "Journal of Science,

Literature, and Style; appears on 15th of every

month, from the pen of the editor Assaich Ahmad
Salama, now Professor of Arabic at the Madrasa

Taufiqija^; was started on 17 Rabf I, 13 10 (Oct.

9, 1892); every number bears inscribed upon it

the two following:

1. Of scientific papers there are many, and all

of them fulfil their purpose;

2. But exceptional I find amongst them the way

of arrasad (meaning the journal arrasad and

'The right way')." APansari.

54. (Scient. N°. 10) azzara'^a; "Journal of Agricul-

ture, Commerce, and Political Economy; appears

every week, from the pen of the proprietor Aijub

Efendl ""Aun; was started in Sauwal, 1308 (began

I Ecole nonnale. This institution has two divisions: the Taghi-

zija, Preparatory school, and the Taufiqija, which is in reality a

seminary for teachers.

5
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June lo, 1 891)." AFansari. Not identical with N^.

19. — Year 2, N^ 6; June 20, 1892; pp. 16 in 19,

5X13 centim. "Discontinued." Menassa.

55. (Scient. N^. 11) assuror; "Journal of Literature,

Science, Agriculture, Commerce, and Recreation;

used to appear every Wednesday. Editor and pro-

prietor Naqula Efendi *^AbdalmasIh ; writer Gurg *

Efendi Mirza; was started on Thursday 7 Gumada

II, 1309 (Jan. 8, 1892); discontinued." AFansarl.

— Year 6, N^. 266; Oct. 12, 1897, Alexandria;

pp. 4 (each 5 cols.) in 47 X 34 centim. ; styles

itself "weekly journal of Literature and Politics;*'

editor as above ; manager Iskandar Manassa (comp.

page 7).

56. (Scient. 'N^. 12) assarq; "Journal of History,

Science, and Literature ; used to appear every fort-

night, in Arabic and French, under management

of Paris Efendi and Musju Bartu [Monsieur Barthou?];

was started on Thursday 7 Gumada II, 1309 (Jan.

8, 1892); discontinued." Al'ansari.

57. (Scient. N°. 13) a§§ifa; "Journal of Medicine,

Surgery, Science, and Practice; used to appear on

the first of every month from the pen of Dr. SiblT

I For the different forms of the name George in Arabic, see

my Boh tan p. 138 et seq. To this George-group belongs also the

name Guraig, mentioned as early as the oldest Islam. A Tradi-

tionist of this name occurs in the risale of Assafi*!. Ibn Quzman

has Gurg only in its defective form.
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Efendi Semaijil; was started on 11 Gumada I, 1303

(Febr. 15, 1886)." Al'ansari.

58. (Scient. N<^. 14) assihha; "Journal of Medicine;

used to appear on the first of every month, under

management of Dr. Hasan Beg Rifqi and Ibrahim

Bek Mustafa; was started on 14 DulqaMa, 1304

(Aug. 4, 1887); so it continued until it received

the name of afazhar, and extended its borders

to include articles on literature, stylistic essays, etc.

The management then passed into the hands of

Mr. Wilkuks (Wilcox?), an Englishman, now di-

rector of the qalam alchizanat in the Ministry

of Public Works. The journal was written by As-

saich Ahmad AFazharl, one of the scribes at the

above mentioned office; it appeared every month,

and comprised articles on engineering, scientific,

and miscellaneous subjects; discontinued." AFansari.

59. (Scient. N". 15) alfata; "Journal of Science,

Industry, Agriculture, Commerce, and Recreation;

used to appear on the first of every month ; it com-

prised all sorts of interesting notes on historical,

scientific, and geographical topics; also mathema-

tical problems, amusing items, anecdotes, etc.,

from the pen of the proprietor and editor Iskandar

Efendi Salhub; was started in the month Safar,

1 3 10 (Aug. 25, 1892); discontinued." Al'ansari.

60. (Scient No. 16) alfatat — el-Fatate (La jeune
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fille); "Journal of Science, History, Literature, anc

Fiction ; appears on the first of every month, editec

by the proprietress Hind bint Naufal; was startec

on I Gumada I, 13 lo (Nov. 21, 1892)." Al'ansari

— Year I, N^. 8, July i, 1893; pp. 48 in 19,5 X i^

centim.

61. (Scient. N°. 17) fur sat al^auqat; "Journa

of Science, Literature, and History; appears or

15th of every French month; editor and writer

Mahmud Efendi Hilmi APiskandarl; was started ir

the month Rabf II, 13 10 (began Oct. 23, 1892).'

Al'ansari.

62. (Scient. N^. 18) alfara'id; "Journal of Science

Literature, Industry, History, and Agriculture; ap

pears on 15th of every month; proprietors Gir^i;

Efendi Zaki and Fauzi Efendi Hanna; the writing

is entrusted to Wahbl Bek, Inspector of the school

of the Coptic Patriarchate; was started in 130c

(began Aug. 7, 1891)." AransarT. — Year i, N^. 2

Aug. 15, 1892; pp. 16 in 20X12 centim. In th(

copy before me no mention is made of Wahb
Bek. — "Discontinued." Menassa.

6$. (Scient. N^. 19) alfawa'id assihhija —
L'Hygiene ; "Journal on the curiosa of Hygiene anc

relative subjects ; including numerous anatomical illu

strations of the human body; appears on the firs

of every month, from the pen of the proprietoi
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Ur. §alhub Bek ; was started in the month Rabf II,

1309 (began Nov. 4, 1891)." Al'ansarl. — Year i,

N^. 12, Nov. I, 1892, pp. 16 in 20X12 centim.

"Discontinued." Menassa.

64. (Scient. N^. 20) allata'if; " Monthly Journal

;

contains numerous literary articles, historical notes,

humorous and amusing sketches, anecdotes, and

instructive items on scientific and industrial subjects,

from the pen ^ of Dr. Sahin Efendi Mikarijus [read

:

Makarijus], now co-proprietor of almuqattam;
was started in 1303 (began Oct. 10, 1885)." Al'-

ansarl. Washington: "Magonnique, Caire."

(Scient. N*'. 21) see above, page 55, N^. 9.

65. (Scient. N°. 22) almadrasa; "Journal of

Science and Culture; appears on first of every

month, except the months Muharram and Safar;

written and edited by Mustafa Efendi Kamil ^

;

was commenced on i Sa^ban 13 10 (Febr. 18, 1893);

discontinued." Al'ansarl.

66. (Scient. N°. 23) marqa annagah; "Scien-

tific, Literary, and Historical Publication (nusra);

appears on i, 11, and 21 of every month; proprietor

and editor ^Atija Efendi &irgis; was started in 13 10

(began July 26, 1892)." Al'ansari.

6^. (Scient. N^. 24) almuqtataf; "Journal of

1 With regard to the authorship of Makarijus, see p. 39,

2 For the characteristics of this man, see p. 22.
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Science and Literature ; full of information ; appears

on the first of every month; contains a variety of

scientific problems, instructive remarks on art and

mechanics, inventions, discoveries, etc., etc. It is

a magazine of great authority with the readers,

owned by the founders Dr. Ja'"qub Efendl Sarruf,

Faris Efendi Nimr, and Sahin Efendl Mikarijus

(Makarijus), who are also proprietors of almuqat-

tam; was started in 1294 (began Jan. 16, 1877)."

Al'ansari. — This magazine was first published in

Beirut, and several numbers dating from that time

are before me.

68. (Scient. N^ 25) makarim al'achlaq; "Jour-

nal of Science, History, Literature, and Fiction

;

used to appear every Saturday, feastdays excepted

;

afterwards fortnightly ; writer and editor was Ahmad

Efendl AsSarIf, now chief of the chancery at the Mudi-

rije Addaqahlija; was started on Saturday 12 Safar^

1305 (Oct. 30, 1887); discontinued." Al'ansari.

69. (Scient. N°. 26) almuntaqid; "Journal oi

Science, Literature and Criticism, owned and esta-

blished by Ahmad Al'azharl (see N°. 58) and Mustafa

Efendl Addimjati, now professor of Arabic at the

Government-school at Alexandria ^ ; used to appear

every fortnight; was started on Wednesday i Dul-

I Madrasat al'iskandanja aTaminja.
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qaMa, 1310 (May 17, 1893); only four or five num-

bers were issued; discontinued." Aransarl.

70. (Scient. N°. 27) almuhandis; "Journal of

Science, Mathematics, Industry, Agriculture, and

Literature; used to appear on the first of every

French month, from the pen of the manager Ahmad
Efendl Kamil Assahdi; was started on 14 Ragab,

1310 (Febr. i, 1893); discontinned." Al'ansarl.

71. (Scient. N°. 28) annusra addinija al'us-

bu^Ija; from the pen of Qummus ' Jusuf HabasI, Mi-

nister of the Orthodox Coptic Church; was started on

23 Sa^ban 1309 (March 23, 1892)." Al'ansarl.

72. (Scient. N°. 29) annadim; "Journal of Science,

Literature, Industry, and Amusement; appears in

the middle of every Arabic month, from the pen

of the editor Ahmad Efendl ^Abdallatlf; was star-

ted on Saturday, 15 Sa^ban 13 10 (March 4, 1893)."

Al'ansarl.

73. (Scient. N*^. 30) alhuda; "Journal of Science

and Literature; appears once a month from the

pen of the editor Ahmad Efendl Lutfl, now scholar

at the Khedivial Juridical school ^; was started on

29 Ragab, 13 10 (Jan. 16, 1893)." Al'ansarl.

1 Thus, according, to Tag El'^arus 4, 429, 1. 2. Lane, Modern

Egyptians Suppl. I, writes, 'An Archpriest ("Kummus").

2 i. e. the school where true scientific juridical studies are

pursued and where not merely the silly memory-trash of the Azhar

training is treated.
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74. (Scient. N°. 31) alhilal; "Journal of Science,

History, and Literature; appears on the first oi

every month, from the pen of the editor Gurgi

Efendi Zaidan. It confines itself to articles on five

different subjects, viz. i. History of the most

renowned persons and events; 2. Essays (ma-

qalat); 3. Stories (riwajat); 4. Events of the

month at the end of which the N^. is published

:

I
5- Selected commendatory and critical notes ',

This journal was started in the month Safar,

13 10 (began July 26, 1892). At the top of every

number is the portrait of some eminent man."

Al'ansari.

(Polit. N^. i) see above, p. 53, N^. 4.

75. (Polit. N^ 2) ali'^tidal; Aransarl's article see

above, p. 26.

76. (Polit. N^. 3) afflam; Al'ansari's article see

above, p. 28.

(Polit. N°. 4), see above, p. 52. N^. i.

TJ, (Polit. N^. 5) a lb urban; Al'ansari's article

see above, p. 27.

78. (Polit. N^ 6) a 1 b a j a n ; "used to appear every

Thursday and Monday, under management of the

proprietor Jusuf Efendi §It; from the pen of Mi-

I attaqriz walintiqad; thus the mischief done with the

taqriz (see my 'Hebraische Verskunst' page i, note 3) is oi

course not lacking here.
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cha^il Efendi 6urgl *^Aura ; afterwards from the pen

of Assaich Ahmad *^Abdalghani, one of the most

celebrated scholars of the Azhar; was started on

15 6umada I, 1301 (March 14, 1884); discontinued."

AFansari.

79. (Polit. N^. 7) azzaman; "appeared first every

Thursday and Monday; afterwards daily, from the

pen of Hasan Efendi Husni, now proprietor of the

newspaper an nil, under management of the pro-

prietor Monsieur Aleksan Sarfijan; was started on

Monday 16 Rabf II, 1299 (March 7, 1882); existed

only till 1 301 (began Nov. 2, 1883), then discon-

tinued." Al'ansari.

80. (Polit. N". 8) assadiq; "daily, Sundays

excepted; was started on Thursday 14 Dulhigga

1303 (Sept. 13, 1886), under management of the

proprietor Amin Efendi Nasif; existed till about

1306 (began Sept. 7, 1888), was then discontinued."

Al'ansari.

(Polit. N^. 9) see above p. 54, N". 6.

81. (Polit. N". 10) alqahira; "appeared at first

every Monday and Thursday, afterwards daily from

the pen of the editor Salim Efendi Faris ' ; was

started on Monday 16 Safar, 1303 (Nov. 24, 1885);

discontinued." Al'ansari.

I With regard to this son of the well-known Ahmad Faris

Assidjaq, see above, p. 29.
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(Polit. NO. II) see above, p. 55, N". 8.

(Polit. N**. 12) see above, p. 53, N". 2.

82. (Polit. N". 13) mi Pat assarq; "appearec

every Saturday and Wednesday, from the pen o

Amin Efendl Nasif, under the management of Is

kandar Efendl Nahhas; was commenced in I29(

(began Dec. 26, 1878); existed till about 130:

(Oct. 21, 1884), then discontinued." Al'ansari.

(Polit. NO. 14) see above, p. 54, N^ 7.

83. (Polit. N". 15) annll; "appeared at first daily

from the pen of the editor and proprietor Hasai

Efendl Husnl Attuwairani ; appears now once a week

was started on Thursday 15 Gumada I, 1309 (Dec

17, 1891)." Aransarl.

(Polit. N®. 16) see above, p. 53, No. 3.

(Polit. NO. 17) see above, p. 61, No. 45.

84. (PoHt. NO. 18) waqaji^ al bulls; "appear*

every fortnight; in it are published the verdicts ir

criminal cases, warrants, etc.; the direction is ir

the general chancery of the police (diwan ^^umunr

alb alls) in the Ministry of the Interior ; was startec

in 1309 (began Aug. 7 1891)." Al'ansari.

85. albarq — Journal ^Al Bark" 'Teclaire"

Journal of Politics, General News, and Criticism

appears every Monday, Cairo
;
proprietor and writei

Mahmud Zakl. — Year 2, No. 11, Aug. 10, 1896,

pp. 4 (each 3 cols.) in 37,5 X 24 centim.
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86. attilmid; Journal of Science, Literature, and

Culture; appears in the middle of every Arabic

month, Cairo; published and written by the Society

of Islamic Mutual Support ^ — Year i, N"* 3, May 2,

i893> PP- 16 in 20X12 centim. "Discontinued."

Menassa.

8;. alYlan — Al-Jilane — UAvis — The Ad-

vertiser; Journal of Commerce and Industry; ap-

pears every Saturday, oftener if necessary, Cairo;

editors and writers are &ammal and Mesoba""; is

dispatched free of charge ; contains, besides the ad-

vertisements, commercial news and 'a beautiful

story;' a prize question on the first of every month.

Year i, N". 11, Jan. 23, 1892; pp. 4 numbered

and 12 unnumbered in i8Xii,3 centim. "Discon-

tinued." Menassa.

88. al'islah — Al-Islah; Journal of Science,

Literature, and Entertainment; appears once a

month, Cairo; proprietor is the gam^Ijat ghurrat

assabah alkullija of Cairo; editor not men-

tioned. — Year i, N°. i, Jan. 1892; pp. 16 in 21,5 X
16 centim. "Discontinued." Menassa.

89. aljanasib — La Chance; Journal of Fi-

nance, Political Economy, Commerce, and Literature;

appears fortnightly, Cairo; writer and proprietor

I gam'ljat atta'^awun al'islami.
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Dafid Jarhi— David Yarhi. — Year i, N". 3, Oct.

1894, pp. 24 in 20X12 centim. "Discontinued.

Menassa.

90. al^alam almisri; Journal of Science, L
terature, General News, and Entertainment ; appeal

every Tuesday , Cairo ; editor and proprietor Butru

writer Zaki ^Awad. — Year i, N^. 3, July 4, 189^

pp. 16 in 21,3 X ii>8 centim. "Discontinued.

Menassa.

91. albaslr — Al-Bassir; daily paper of Pc

litics, Commerce, and General Administration, Alej

andria; proprietor and political editor, Rasid §(

maijil (Chemeil)j Manager, Sab^ Semaijil. — Year

N». 55, Nov. 3, 1897; pp. 4 (each 6 cols.) in 56)

42,5 centim. Seems to be still in existence.

92. arra'id almisri — Arraied- Ul-Misri; Joui

nal of Politics, History, Literature, and Genen

News; appears provisionally twice a week, Cairo

manager Naqula Sihada; the proprietor seems t

be Muhammad.. Attunisi (thus at the end of ever

number). — Year 2, W. 117, Nov. 2, 1897; pp.

(each 2 cols.) in 26X 18 centim. Still in existence

93. alma^mun — Journal Al Maamoun; Ottc

man Journal of Politics, the Pulpit (wa'^zlja), am

Literature, Alexandria; editor and writer Ahmai

Sadiq; it is not said how often this paper ap

pears. — Year i, W. 2, Nov. i, 1897; pp. 4 (ead
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4 cols.) in 41 X 26,5 centim. It seems to be a sup-

plement to assuror (N". 55) in Islamic colouring;

at the end it says: "Printed in the Matba^'a Wa-
tanija, where assuror is also printed, at Alex-

andria \"

94. attigara; weekly Journal of Politics; Alex-

andria; editor, Grirgi Habib; writers, Jahja Al^utmanl

and Nasr Assarqi 2. — Year i, N**. 7, Nov. i, 1897;

pp. 4 (each 3 cols.) in 28X 18 centim.

95. al^adala; daily publication of Politics and

General News, Cairo; proprietor and writer, Mu-

hammad Chaijami. — Year i, N^. 174, Nov. 3, 1897,

p. I, (3 or 4 cols.) in 37X22 centim. For the

peculiarities of this dangerous paper see above

page 17.

96. a r a r g h u 1 ;
Journal of Science, Literature, En-

tertainment and Culture, Cairo; editor and writer

Muhammad Annaggar. — Year i, N*'. i, Sept. i, 1894,

till N". 16. I do not know whether any further

numbers have been issued; pp. 16 (only the two

first Nos. have pp. 24) in 20X 12 centim.

97. arriwajat; I only know of the existence

1 This is the only likely interpretation of the carelessly worded

remark: Hubi'^a bilmatba% alwatanija wagandat assurur

biskandarija.

2 aPutmani and assarql are of course not family names here.

These gentlemen call themselves somewhat ostentatiously 'Otto-

man' and 'Oriental.'
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of this journal from the notice on the titlepage

azzara^a (N**. 54), which says: "The Annual sub

scription of the two journals, azzara^a and arri

wajat is, etc." It is probably a kind of journa

of fiction ; a similar publication appeared many year

ago in Beirut.

98. al'ahkam; mentioned in aTarghul, N^ ic

p. 171, as: "A new Journal, published by th(

author and solicitor Naqula Efendl Tuma."

99. azzahir; in N\ 12, p. 207 of al'arghul

the first number of this periodical is noticed as

"A new political paper, appearing provisionally

once a week at Cairo; proprietors Nasraddin Efend

Zaghlul and Darwis Efendi Mustafa".

100. alistiqama; "Political Journal, establishec

by the proprietor Muhammad Walljaddin Bek Jakan

appears once a week;" according to albajan'

year i, N". 7, Aug. i, 1897, p. 320. (Cairo?)

loi. albunana; "Journal of Politics, Science

Commerce, and Literature, by Jusuf Efendl SaM

appears every Monday;" according to albajan

year i, N^. 7, Aug. i, 1897, p. 320. (Cairo?)

102. alghazala; "Comic Journal in the vulgai

I The communications made in albajan (N©. 43) concen

such periodicals the first number or a prospectus of which ha

been sent to the editors of albajan. I have before me Nos

1—3, 5, 7—16.
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tongue; appears twice a month; proprietor Gawanni

Efendl Azzananirl;" according to albajan, year

I, N". 8, Sept. 16, 1897, p. 351. (Cairo?)

103. hulwan; "Illustrated Journal of Literature

and Culture; proprietors Hamdl Bek Jakan and

Mahmud Efendl Tahir; appears in Hulwan every

Sunday;" according to albajan, year i, N*^. 11, Nov.

I, 1897, p. 448. Mahmud Efendi Tahir is a physi-

cian and was in the autumn of 1897 ^^^st doctor,

at the state prison of Turra.

104. assamir assaghir; "Illustrated Journal of

Science, Culture, and Industry, published by the

scientific society of authors (gam^Ijat atta^lif al

*^ilmTja) for the use of the pupils in the Egyptian

schools ; appears three times a month on 4 medium

sized pages;" according to albajan, year i, No.

II, Nov. I 1897, p. 448.

105. anis algalis; Journal for ladies, pubHshed

by Alexandra Avierino and Labiba Hasim; see

above, page 49.

106. alfukaha; Journal of Fiction; proprietor

and writer Dimitri Efendl Naqula; fortnightly,

Cairo. N*^. i mentioned in almu^aijad, No. 2393,

Febr. 3, 1898, p. 3, col. 4.

107. misbah assarq; Journal of Politics, Ge-

neral News, Science, and Literature ; weekly , Cairo

;

proprietor Ibrahim Bek Muwailihl, who has resided
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for many years in Constantinople and is well ac

quainted with Turkish conditions; according t

alhilaP, year 6, N<^. 17, May i, 1898, p. 670.

108. fasl ale hi tab; Journal of Politics and L
terature; weekly, Cairo; proprietor and write:

Tanijus Efendl "^Abdu; editor ^Aziz Efendi Aljai

proprietor of the press of the journal almahrus
(N". 2) ; according to a 1 h i 1 a 1 ,

year 6, N". 17, May ]

1898, p. 671. Mentioned by Washington, p. XVII
as "Politique, Caire."

109. Kurdistan; Kurdish Journal, containin

also Arabic articles; fortnightly, Cairo; writei

Miqdad Midhat Bek, a son of Bedrchan Pasha

I Shortly before closing this manuscript I received, by favoi

of M. Girgi Zaidan, the numbers of his alhilal, in which n

views of the press are given. In year i, NO. i, Sept i, 189:

p. II, et seq. it gives lists of the Arabic journals of Egypt, namel)

1. "List of the journals which used to be published in Cairo an

Alexandria, for the greater part in the former town"; p. ii,etse(

2. "List of Arabic journals still in existence", p. 13 et seq. Of th

57 journals mentioned in the first list only 17 are incorporate

in the preceding 106 Nos. of my list; the remaining 40 ai

Nos. 124 to 163; of the 21 journals enumerated in the secon

list, all have already been mentioned in my list with the excef

tion of NO. 164. Besides these M. Zaidan gave in alhilal year
j

NO. 4, Oct. 15, 1896 p. 141 et seq., a list of Egypto-Arabic joui

nals of the year 1895; he enumerates therein 22 papers, one c

which, al'arz, does not come under this category, as it is pv

Wished in Gunija (Syria) by §ech Filib Alchazin. Of the res

7 have already been mentioned in my list, and the remainin;

14 are Nos. no— 123.
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according to alhilal, year 6, N". 17, May i,

1898, p. 671.

no. alkinana; Cairo; publishers Sakir Efendi

Suqair and Nagib Efendi Mitrlj ace. to alhilal,

year 5, No. 4, Oct. 15, 1896, p. 141. Must have

had a short-lived existence; in the same number

of alhilal, p. 157, is the notice of the death

of §uqair, who had journeyed from his home near

Assuwaifat (Libanon) to Egypt, established his

journal, and having, returned to the Libanon for

his health died there.

111. sahadat alhaqq; Cairo; by Christofurus

&abara; ace. to alhilal, year 5, N^. 4, p. 141.

112. al'^am al^adid; by Hagib Fadli, Alexan-

dria; ace. to alhilal loco laudato.

113. annibras; by Nagib Efendi Algawis,

Alexandria; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

114. alb arid; by Mahmud Efendi Wasif and

Muhammad Efendi Sukri, Cairo; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

115. almaghribi al'^utmanl; by Muhammad,

Efendi Minhi Chairallah, Alexandria; ace. to al-

hilal 1. 1.

116. almiqjas; by Jusuf Efendi Fathi, Cairo;

ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

117. basir assarq; by Ahmad Rasid Bek,

Cairo; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.
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1 1 8. al'insaf; by Mahmud Efendi Hilmi ''Azij

Cairo; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

119. azzara^if; by Hasan Efendi "^All, Cairc

ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

120. almarsa, published by the members <

the Society annajm attaqib, i. e., 'The brigl

Star*, Alexandria; ace. to alhilal, year 5, N^ <

p. 142.

121. al^'abbas, by Muhammad Efendi Jusu

Alexandria; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

122. alhudud, by Amin Efendi Ibrahim an

Iskandar Efendi Abadir, Cairo; ace. to alhilal 1.

123. alwazifa, by Zaki Efendi Rizqallah , Cairc

ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

1 24. abu nazzara, the well-known comic pape

established in Cairo, by the Egyptian Jew, Jam(

Sanua. Because of his violent attacks on tl:

English Government he was prosecuted, and l

settled in Paris.

125. al'ahwal; Political; ace. to alhilal, ye;

I, N". I, Sept. I, 1892, p. II.

126. al'iskandarlje; Political; ace. to a

hilal 1. 1.

127. bustan aPaehbar; Political; ace. to a

hilal 1. 1.

128. attankit wattabkit; Comic Paper; ae

to alhilal 1. 1.
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I

129. attawarud*; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

130. attaims almisri, i. e. , "The Egyptian Ti-

mes"^; Political; Arabic and English; ace. to al-

hilal 1. I.

131. algarida almisrija; Political; Transla-

tion of the "Egyptian Gazette;" ace. to alhilal 1.1.

132. alhigaz; Political; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

133. alhadara; Scientific; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

134. haqiqat aPachbar; Political; ace. to

alhilal 1. 1.

135. arraqib; Political; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

136. raudat al'achbar; Political; ace. to al-

hilal 1. 1.

137. raudat al'iskandarlja; Political; ace.

to alhlal 1. 1.

138. raudat almadaris; Literary; ace. to al-

hilal 1. 1.

139. arrijad almisrija; Scientific; ace. to al-

hilal 1. 1.

140. ass a fir; Political; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

141. sada assarq; Political; ace. to alhilal 1. 1*

142. sada aFahram; Political; ace. to alhilal 1.1.

143. atta^if; Political; ace. to alhilal, year i,

N«. I, p. 12.

1 Perhaps erroneously for annawadir; it would then be a

journal of anecdotes.

2 This name of the English cosmopolitan organ is often used

for 'Newspaper.*
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144. aTasr algadid; Political; ace. to alhilal 1.

145. alfanus; Comic Journal; ace. to alhilal 1,

146. alfustat; Political; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

147. alqahira alhurra; Political; ace. to a

hilal 1. 1.

148. qaraquz; Comic Journal; ace. to a

hilal 1. 1.

149. kanz azzara^a; Agricultural; ace. to a

hilal 1.1.

150. alkaukab almisri; Political; ace. to a

hilal 1. 1.

151. magillat al'ahkam; Juridical; ace.

alhilal 1. 1.

152. almuchbir almisri; Political; ace.

alhilal 1. 1.

153. misr alfatat; Political; ace. to alhilal 1.

154. almufid; Political; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

155. almanara; Literary; ace. to alhilal 1.

156. almaimun; ComieJournal;aee. to alhilall.

157. anna^ah; Political; ace. to alhilal 1. 1

158. annuzha; Literary; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

159. annusra attigarija; Commercial; ace.

alhilal 1. 1.

160. annur attauflqi; Commercial; ace.

alhilal 1. 1.

161. nur aSsarq; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

162. alwaqt; Political; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.
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163. alja^sub; Medical; ace. to alhilal 1. 1.

164. al'azhar; Scientific, Cairo; ace. to alhilal,

year i, N^. i, p. 13. Ace. to N^. 58 continuation

of ass ih ha.

It is only in the "Liste des principales publica-

tions periodiques arabes" in Washington-Serruys'

useful * book — L'Arabe Moderne etudie dans les

journaux et les pieces officielles" (Beirut, 1897),

p. XVII et seq. —, that mention is made of the

three following journals:

165. silsilat alfukahat, ""anecdotique, Caire^

166. alkurbag, ""Comique, CaireT

167. alfirdaus, '^politique hebdomadaire, Caire,

fonde 1889"; cannot be identical with the Ladies

Journal (N*'. 44).

In conclusion mention ought to be made of the

Franco-Arabic Journal, which, considering its matter

and tendency, seems rather to belong to the

French press.

168. alittihad al'islami, UUnion Islamique\

I This is not saying too much. The mistakes are not too nu-

merous, and we may gratefully acknowledge that an attempt has

been made to supply means for a knowledge of modern news-

papers and official language. The list of periodicals appears to

be complete, as far as concerns the publications actually appearing

at the time that the book was published. But the remarks

attached to the journals are meagre and incomplete. No mention

is ever made of editors.
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International, Political, Scientific, and Literar

established and published by the barister Euger

Clavel ^ fortnightly, Cairo. N". i was issued in tl

beginning of November 1897 ^

1 This gentleman calls himself "M. C. de I'lnstitut d'EgypI

de I'lnstitut de Droit international de Berlin, etc." There is 1

such "Institut" in Berlin.

2 A notice of this journal by Pater Leopold Fonck S. J. w
given in the "Zeitschrift fur Kathol. Theologie", year 22,

392 et seq.
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"^Aura s. Michael.

Avierino s. Aleksandra.

APazharl s. Ahmad and Mu-
hammad.

''Aziz Bek Zind, 35. 53.

'^Aziz Aljas, 80.

Albadawi s. Ahmad.

Badran s. ''Abduh.

Albagurl s. Mahmud.

Bartu (Barthou), 45. 66.

Basara Taqla 10. 11. 52. 53.

Basara Zalzal, 36, 60.

Bedrchan Pasha, 45. 80.

Bticher, i n. I.

Butrus, 32 n. i. 76.

Butrus Hanna AFusjuti, 64.

Alchaijami s. Muhammad.

Challl Annaqqas, 43. 53.

Challl Zenija, 65.

Alchazin s. Filib and Jusuf.

Alchazin (family), 42.

Christofurus Gabara, 81.

Clavel (Eugene), 46, 86.

Dafid Jarhl (David Yarhi), 44. 76.

Darwls Mustafa, 78.

Dimitri Naqula, 79.

Farag Mizrahi, 42. 64.

Faris, 46. 66.

Faris s. Salim.

Faris Nimr, 11. 38. 54. 70.

Faris Assidjaq s. Ahmad.

Fauv/az s. Zainab.

Fauzi Hanna, 68.

Flllb Alchazin, 80 n. I.

Fonck, 86 n. 2.

Frukija, 56.
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Gabara s. Christofurus.

Gammal, 44. 75.

Algardall s. '^Ali Jusuf,

Gauthier de la Verriere, 34.

GawancI Azzananin, 79.

Gedaij s. Adwar.

Girgi Habib, 77.

Girgl (GurgI) Zaidan, 35. 72,

80 n. I.

Girgis Nahhas, 37, 54.

Girgis ZakI, 68.

Goldziher, 27 n. I.

Gurg Mirza, 43. 66.

Gurgi s. Girgi.

Habballn s. Lawlza (Louise) and

Sallm.

Alhaddad s. Amln and Naglb.

Alhagg s. Juhanna and Naglb.

Alhagg (family), 43 n. 2.

Hagib Fadli, 81.

Hamawi s. Sallm.

Hamdl Jakan, 79.

Hamid Ibrahim, 25. 58.

Hamza Fathallah, 26. 27.

Hasan "^Ali, 82.

Hasan Husnl, 32. 73.

Hasan Husni Attuwairani, 29. 74.

Hasan Rifqi, 67.

Hasim s. Lablba.

Hasim (family), 49 n. i.

Hind Bint Naufal, 48. 68.

Ibn Quzman, 66 n. i.

Ibrahim, 32 n. i.

Ibrahim '^Abdalmaslh, 34. 58.

Ibrahim Aljazigi, 36. 41. 60.

Ibrahim Mustafa, 67.

Ibrahim Muwailihi, 79.

Id, 42. 57.

Iskandar Abadir, 82.

Iskandar Karkur, 44. 57.

Iskandar Manassa (Alexander

Menassa), 7. 8. 25. 52 n. i.

64. 66. 69,

Iskandar Nahhas, 43. 74.

Iskandar Sahin, 39. 40. 56.

Iskandar Salhub, 34. 59. 67.

AFiskandarl s. Mahmud.

Isma'^Il Bek Abaza, 21. 56.

Isma'll (Ismail) Pasha, 3.

Jahja Al'^utmanl, 77.

Jakan s. Hamdl and Muhammad.

James Sanua, 82.

Ja'^qub Sarruf, 11. 38. 54. 70.

Jarhl s. Dafld.

Aljazigi s. Ibrahim and Naslf.

JahannS Butrus Alhagg, 43 n. 2.

Jusuf Asaf, 43. 53. 55.

Jusuf Bek Karam, 42,

Jusuf Alchazin, 42. 58.

Jusuf FathI, 81.

Jusuf HabasI (Qummus), 71.

Jusuf Kin'^an, 42. 57.

Jusuf Manqarjus, 32. 57-

Jusuf Sa^d, 43. 78.

Jusuf Sit, 72.

Karam s. Jusuf, Nasri and Qaisar.

Kin'^an s. Jusuf.

Lablba Hasim, 49. 79.

Lawlza (Louise) Habballn, 49. 61.

Lazar (K.), 59.

Lucian, 9 n. i.
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Almaghribi s. Muhammad.
Almahdi s. Muhammad.
Mahmud Albaguri, 21. 59.

Mahmud Hilmi '^Azlz, 82.

Mahmud Hilml Ariskandari, 68.

Mahmud Tahir, 79.

Mahmud Wasif, 81.

Mahmud Zakl, 25. 26 n. I. 74.

Makarijus s. Sahln.

Almanqubadi s. Tadrus.

Marjam Mizhir, 48. 59.

Masaqa s. Michael and Rufa^l.

Masaqa (family), 37.

Menassa (Manassa) s. Iskandar.

Mesoba'', 44. 75.

Mlcha^^l '^Abdassaijid, 32. 53.

Micha'il Antun Saqqal, 5. 42. 60.

Mlcha^il GrurgI '^Aura, 43. 72.

Mlcha^il Masaqa, 37.

Miftah s. Ahmad.

Miqdad Midhat Bek, 44. 45. 80,

Mirza s. Gurg.

Mizhir s. Marjam.

Mizrahl s. Farag.

Mu'^auwad Farld, 27.

Muhammad (Emir of Hajil), 13

n. I.

Muhammad ^Abdarrahlm Attah-

tawl, 61.

Muhammad '^Abduh, 61.

Muhammad "^Ali, 2. 3.

Muhammad Bairam Almaghribi,

28.

Muhammad Alchaijaml, 17, 19.

57. 77-

Muhammad Jusuf, 82.

Muhammad Almahdi, 21. 60.

Muhammad Mas'iid, 21. 57* ^S*

Muhammad Minhi Chairallah, 8 1

.

Muhammad Muhammad Assar-

batll, 19. 58.

Muhammad Annaggar, 29. 77.

Muhammad Sultan, 28.

Muhammad SukrI, 81.

Muhammad Tauflq APazharl,

20. 60.

Muhammad AttunisI, 76.

Muhammad Walijaddlnjakan,78.

Mustafa AddimjatI, 70.

Mustafa Kamil, 22. 23. 24. 69.

Nachle Sihada, 38.

Nadim s. ^Abdalfattah and^Abd-

allah.

Naglb Algawls, 81.

Nagib Alhaddad, 26. 56.

Naglb Alhagg (Hagg),43. 55- S^.

Naglb Mitrl, 81.

Nahhas s. Girgis and Iskandar.

Annaqqas s. Challl.

Naqula "^Abdalmasih, 66.

Naqula Sihada, 38. 76.

Naqula Tuma, 43. 78.

Naslf Aljazigl, 36.

Nasr Assarql, 77.

Nasraddin Zaghlul, 78.

Nasri Karam, 59.

Naufal s. Hind.

Nazli Hanum, 47.

Qaisar Karam, 42.

Alqusi s. Ahmad.
59.

Rasid Hagg, 56.

Rasid Semaijil, 37. 76.

Rofa^il Zind, 53.
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Rufa^Il (Rofa^Il)

53. 54.

Masaqa, 37.

76.Sab*^ Semaijil, 37.

Sa^d s. Jusuf.

Sallm Faris Assidjaq, 29. 38. 73.

Salim Habbalin, 42. 57.

Salira Hamawl, 43. 54.

Sallm Sarkis, 41. 56.

Salim Sihada, 38.

Sallm Taqla, 10. 53.

Samir s. Ahmad.

Sanua s. James.

Saqqal s. Michael.

Sarkis s. Salim.

Simjan Ichwan, 60.

Snouck Hurgronje, 12 n. I.

Sultan s. Muhammad.
Sursock (Girgi Dimitri), 9 n. I.

Assadili s. Ahmad.

Assafi"! (AFimam), 66.

Sahin s. Iskandar.

Sahln Makarijus, 1 1. 38. 39. 54.

69. 70.

Sakir Bek Abaza, 21. 57.

Sakir Suqair, 81.

Salhub s. Iskandar.

Salhub Bek, 43. 69.

As§arbatll s. Muhammad.
§emaijil s. Amln, Rasid, Sab*^

and Sibil.

Sibli Semaijil, 37. 66.

Assidjaq s. Ahmad, Amin, Faris

and Tannus.

Assidjaq (family), 38.

Sihada s. Nachle, Naqula and

Salim.

Tadrus Sanuda AlmanqubadI,

34. 58.

Attahtawl s. Muhammad.

Tanijus *=Abdu, 80.

Tannus Assidjaq, 38.

Taqla s. Basara and Salim.

Taufiq ''Azzuz, 59.

Taufiq Pasha, 4.

Tuma s. Naqula.

AttuwairanI s. Hasan.

''UrabI, 27.

Al^usjutl s. Butrus.

Wahbi Bek, 33. 68.

Washington-Serruys, 5 n. 2. 85.

Watson (Watsen), 45. 56.

Wilcox (Wilkuks), 67.

Zaghlul s. Nasraddln.

Zaidan s. 6irgi.

Zainab Fauwaz, 47.

ZakI ''Awad, 76.

ZakI Rizqallah, 82.

Zalzal s. BaSara.

Azzananiri s. 6awannl.

Zind s. "^Azlz.
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American Journal of Theology. Edited by Mem-
bers of the Divinity Faculty of the University of

Chicago. Vol. I. (Vol. II in progress). Quarterly. An-
nual Subscription. 14^-. 6d.

"The theologians of America are attempting to supply a real need...

it aims at a complete presentation of all recent theological work ... we
give it a hearty welcome, as a scheme likely to prove of real utility to

theological students and to the cause of truth." — Guardian.

American Journal of Semitic Languages and Lite-

ratures (continuing Hebraica). Edited by WiLLlAM R.

Harper and the Staff of the Semitic Department of

the University of Chicago. Vol. I—XIII. (Vol. XIV in

progress). Published quarterly. Annual subscription. 14.?.

American Journal of Sociology. Vol. I— III. (Vol.

IV in progress). Published quarterly. Annual subscrip-

tion. \os. 6d.

Anandas'rama Sanskrit Series. — Edited by Pan-

dits of the Anandas'rama. Published by Mahadeva

Chimnaji Apte, B.A., LL.B., Pleader High Court, and
Fellow of the University of Bombay. Nos. i to 35.

In 42 Vols. Royal 8vo. Price of the set £ 16. Single

Vols, at different prices.
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Asiatic Society of Bengal, Journal of. Messrs Luzac
and Co are the sole agents for Great Britain and
America of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and can
supply the continuation of the Journal at 3*. eacl-

No., of the Proceedings at is. each No. As they
keep a large stock of the Journal and Proceedings
they can also supply any single No. at the published
price.

Assab'iniyya. — A philosophical Poem in Arabic by
Musa B. Tubi. Together with the Hebrew Version
and Commentary styled Batte Hannefes by Solomon
Immanuel Dapiera. Edited and translated by Hartwig
HiRSCHFELD. 8vo. pp. 61. 2s. 6d. net.

Assyrian and Babylonian Letters. 4 yols. See:
Harper.

Aston (W. G.) — A Grammar of the Japanese Writ-
ten Language. Second Edition, enlarged and improved.
Roy. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 306. (Published 2%s.) Reduced-
Price, 18^.

Aston (W. G.) — A Short Grammar of the Japanese
Spoken Language. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

pp. 212. (Published \2s.) Reduced-Price, "js. 6d.

Babylonian and Oriental Record. (The) — A
Monthly Magazine of the Antiquities of the East.

Edited by Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie. Vol. I

—

VL (Vol. VII in progress). Published monthly. Single
Numbers, i*. 6d. each.

Babylonian Magic and Sorcery. See: King.

Bana's Kadambari. Translated, with Occasional Omis-
sions, with a full Abstract of the Continuation of the
Romance by the Author's Son Bhushanabhatta, by
C. M. Ridding. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XXIV, 232. loi:.

Bana's Harsa Carita. An Historical Work, translated

from the Sanskrit, by E. B. Cowell and F. W. Thomas.
8vo. Cloth, pp. XIV, 284. io.f.
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Bezold (Ch.) — Oriental Diplomacy: being the
transliterated Text of the Cuneiform Despatches
between the King of Egypt and Western Asia in the

XVth. century before Christ, discovered at Tell el

Amarna, and now preserved in the British Museum.
With full Vocabulary, grammatical Notes, &c., by
Charles Bezold. Post 8vo. Cloth, pp. XLIV, 124.

18^. net.

"For the Assyriologist the book is a servicable and handy supplement to

the British Museum volume on the Tell El-Amarna tablets. The author

is specially skilled in the art of cataloguing and dictionary making and
it is needless to say that he has done his work well".— The Academy.

"Die in dem Hauptwerke (The Tell el Amarna Tablets in the British

Museum with autotype Facsimiles, etc.) vermisstte Transcription des

Keilschrifttextes der Tafeln, sowie ein sehr ausfiihrliches, mituntur die

Vollstandigkeit einer Concordanz erreichendes Vocabulary bietet die

Oriental Diplomacy von C. Bezold, das eben deshalb gewissermassen

als Schliissel zu dem Publicationswerke betrachtet werden kann." —
Liter. Cefttralblatt.

„Wichtig und sehr niitzlich vor allem wegen der Einleitung und des

Worterverzeichnisses . . . Transkription und kurze Inhaltsangabe der Briefe

sehr zweckmassig .... eine anerkennenswerthe Leistung."

Deutsche Litteraturzeitwtg.

Biblia. — A Monthly Magazine, devoted to Bi-

blical Archaeology and Oriental Research. Vol. 1—X.
(Vol. XI in progress). Published monthly. Annual Sub-

scription, 5^-.

Biblical World (The) — Continuing the Old and New
Testament Student. Edited by William R. Harper.
New Series. Vol. I—X. (Vol. XI and XII in progress).

Published monthly. Annual Subscription, \os. 6d.

"The Biblical World makes a faithful record and helpful critic of

present Biblical Work, as well as an efficient practical and positive

independent force in stimulating and instructing the student, preacher

and teacher"

Bibliographical List of Books on Africa and
the East. Published in England. 2 Vols. Vol. I. Con-
taining the Books published between the Meetings

of the Eighth Oriental Congress at Stockholm, in 1889,

and the Ninth Congress in London in 1892. Vol. II.

Containing the Books published between the Meetings
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of the Ninth Oriental Congress in London, in 1892,
and the Tenth Oriental Congress at Geneva, in 1894.
Systematically arranged, with Preface and Author's
Index, by C. G. Luzac. i2mo. each Vol. i^.

Bibliotheca Indica. — Messrs Luzac & Co. are

agents for the sale of this important series and keep
most of the numbers in stock.

Blackden (M. W.) and G. W. Frazer. — Col-
lection of Hieratic Graffiti, from the Alabaster
Quarry of Hat-Nub, situated near Tell El Amarna.
Found December 28th. 1891, copied September, 1892.
Obi. pp. 10. lOi-.

Buddhaghosuppatti ; or, Historical Romance of
the Rise and Career of Buddaghosa. Edited
and translated by jAMES GRAY, Professor of Pali.

Rangoon College. Two Parts in one. Demy 8vo. Cloth,

pp. VIII, 75 and 36. 6s.

Budge (E. A. W^allis) — The Laughable Stories
collected by Bar-Hebraeus. The Syriac Text
with an English Translation, by E. A. Wallis Budge,
Litt. D., F. S. A., Keeper of the Department of

Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum.
8vo. Cloth. 2\s. net. [Luzac's Semitic Texts and Trans-

lation Series, Vol. I].

"Dr. Budge's book will be welcome as a handy reading book for

advanced students of Syriac, but in the mean time the stories will be an
addition to the literature of gnomes and proverbs, of which so many are

found in India, and in Persian, Hebrew and Arabic, although not yet

published. We are happy to say that Dr. Budge's new book is well

edited and translated as far as we can judge". — Athenceum.

"The worthy Syrian Bishops idea of humour may excite admiration

when we hear that he collected his quips in the grey dawn of the

middle ages". — Pall Mall Gazette.

"Man sieht, das Buch ist in mehr als einer Hinsicht interessant, und
wir sind Budge fiir die Herausgabe aufrichtig dankbar. — Lit. Centralb.

"Sous le titre de Recits amusants., le celebre polygraphe syrien Bar-

hebraeus a reuni une collection de sept cent vingt-sept contes, divis6s

en vingt chapitres et renfermant des aphorismes, des anecdotes et des

fables d'animaux ayant un caractere soit moral, soit simplement recr6-

atif. Le livre nous etait connu par quelques specimens publics prece-
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dement. M. Budge, qui a deja rendu tant de services aux lettres syria-

ques, vient d'^diter I'ouvrage entier avec une traduction anglaise

En tous cas, M. B. a eu raison de ne pas faire un choix et de donner
I'ouvrage en son entier .... Les aphorismes, ecrits dans un style concis

et avec, une pointe dont la finesse n'est pas toujours sensible, presen-

tent des difficultes de traduction dont M, B. a generalement triomphe." —
Revue Critique.

"E questo un libro singolare, appartemente ad un genere assai scarso

nella letteratura siriaca, quantunque cosi ricca, cioe a quello dell'amena

letteratura. Bar Ebreo scrisse questo libro nella vecchiaia, o furse allora

mise insieme e ordino estr atti che avea prese nelle lunghe letture da
lui fatte, di tanto opere e cosi svariate .... I cultori degli studi siriaci

saranno assai grati al Dr. Budge per questo suo novello contribute
5

Tedizione per carte e per tipi e veramente bellissima." — La Culttira^

Budge, see Luzac's Semitic Text and Trans-
lation Series. Vols. I, III, V and VII.

Cappeller (Carl) — A Sanskrit-English Dictio-
nary. Based upon the St. Petersburg Lexicons. Royal
8vo. Cloth, pp. VIII, 672 [Published £ i. \s\ Reduced
to \os. 6d.

"Linguistic and other students should hail with satisfaction the pu-

blication of a cheap and handy Sanskrit-English Dictionary, such as is

now to be found in the new English edition of Prof. Cappeller's San-

skrit-Gei-man 'Worterbuch,' recently published by Messrs. Luzac. The
book is well adapted to the use of beginners, as it specially deals with

the text usually read in commencing Sanskrit \ but it will be of use also

to philological students — or such as have mastered the Nagari character

— as it includes most Vedic words, a great desideratum in many earlier

dictionaries, especially such as were founded on native sources. The basis

of the present work is, on the contrary, the great lexicon of Boethlingk

and Roth with the addition of compound forms likely to be of service

to beginners." — Athenceuni.

"The English edition of Prof. Cappeller's Sanskrit Dictionary is some

thing more than a mere translation of the German edition. It includes

the vocabulary of several additional texts 5
many compounds have been

inserted which are not given in the Petersburg lexicons; and some im-

provements have been made in the arrangement. The errors enumerated

by the reviewer of the Academy have for the most part been corrected,

though a few still remain The book is certainly the cheapest, and,

for a beginner, in some respects the best, of existing Sanskrit-English

dictionaries." — Academy.

"Professor Cappeller furnishes the Student of Sanskrit, if not with a

complete Lexicon, — for that he tells us, was not his object, — still

with a handy and yet very full vocabulary of all the words occurring in

the texts which are generally studied in that language. His plan is to

avoid all unnecessary complications, to give each word in such a manner
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as to show its foiTnation, if it is not itself a stem. It is not merely an
English version of the author's Sanskrit-German Dictionary, nor merely
an enlarged edition of the same*, it is a new work, with a distinct plan
and object of its own. We can recommend it to the Sanskrit student as-

a sufficient dictionary for all practical purposes, which will enable him.

to dispense with larger and more costly and complicated Lexicons till

he has acquired a considerable proficiency in this difficult and scientific

language." — Asiatic Quarterly Review.

Ceylon. A Tale of Old See: Sinnatamby.

Chakrabarti (J. Ch.) — The Native States of India.

8vo. Cloth, pp. XIV, 274. With Map. 5^-. net.

Cool (W.) — With the Dutch in the East. An
Outline of the Military Operations in Lombock, 1894,
Giving also a Popular Account of the Native Charac-
teristics, Architecture, Methods of Irrigations, Agri-
cultural Pursuits, Folklore, Religious Customs and a
History of the Introduction of Islamism and Hinduism
into the Island. By Capt. W. CoOL (Dutch Engineer)^

Knight of the Order of Orange Nassau; decorated
for important War Services in the Dutch Indies;

Professor at the High School of War, the Hague.
Translated from the Dutch by E. J. Taylor. Illustrated

by G. B. HOOYER. Late Lieut. Col. of the Dutch
Indian Army; Knight of the Military Order of Wil-
liam; decorated for important War Services in the
Dutch Indies. Roy. Svo. Cloth. 2\s.

''There are, it is to be feax'ed, but few books published in this country

from which English readers can obtain information as to the doings of
the Dutch in their Eastern colonies. — For this reason we are glad that

Capt. Cool's account of the Lombock expedition has been translated."—
Athenaum.

"The book contains an interesting account of the Balinese and Sassak

customs, and throws some light on the introduction of the Mahomedan
and Hindu religions into Lombock . . . The translation by Miss E. J. Taylor

is satisfactory, and some of the illustrations are excellent." — The Tifnes.

"Lombock forms a small link in the long chain of volcanic lands . .

.

To folklorists and students of primitive religions it has always presented

many attractive features . . . They will be much interested in the local

traditions recorded in the volume before us. Miss Taylor's version deserves

a word of recognition, and the general equipment of the book is credi-

table to the Amsterdam press. There is a good index." — Academy.
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"The author not only describes the military operations, but gives a full

history of Lombock and its people. Much curious information as to a land
very much out of the way and little known to English readers is given.

In addition the account of the actual warfare is full of incident. The
book is freely illustrated." — Yorkshire Daily Post.

"This is a work which will no doubt attract considerable attention,

both in the West and throughout the East. Miss Taylor has acquitted

herself as a translator with rare ability and taste, and the comprehensive
and excellent way in which the work is illustrated adds an additional

charm to what is at once the most entertaining and most attractive chapter

of Netherlands Indian history." — European Mail.

"Besides containing a great deal of information concerning this hitherto

very slightly known island and its inhabitants. Captain Cool's volume is

profusely and excellently illustrated . . . Miss Taylor's translation of it is

fluent and thoroughly readable." — Glasgow Herald.

Cowell, E. B., See: Bana's Harsa Carita.

Cowper (B. H.) Principles of Syriac Grammar. Trans-
lated and abridged from the work of Dr. HoFFMANN.
8vo. Cloth, pp. 184. js. 6d.

Cust (R. N.) — The Gospel Message or Essays, Ad-
dresses, Suggestions and Warnings of the different

aspects of Christian Missions to Non Christian Races and
peoples. 8vo. pp. 494. Paper 6s. 6d. Cloth, ys. 6d.

". . . . There are few objects of controversy in missionary matters which
-are not very fully discussed by Dr. CusT, and if we not infrequently

differ from him we gladly thank him for copious information and the

benefits of his long experience". — Guardian.

"It is a big book, it ranges over a very wide field, and it is never

dull or dry". — Expository Times.

"The scheme iS so comprehensive as to include almost every detail

of the missionary enterprise. Every essay is stamped, of course with the

personality of its author, whose views are expressed with characteristie

force and clearness". — The Record.

Cust (R. N.) — Essay on the Common Features
which appear in all Forms of Religious belief.

Post 8vo. Cloth, pp. XXIV, 194. 5J-.

"Dr. CusT has put his very considerable knowledge to excellent purposes

in this modest little publication. He seems most at home with the faiths

of the East, but even the most elementary of savage creeds have not

•escaped him". — Pall Mall Gazette.

*Cust (R. N.) — Essay on Religious Conceptions. Post

8vo. Cloth, pp. V, 148. 5J.
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Cust (R. N.) — Linguistic and Oriental Essays.
Fourth Series. 'From 1861 to 1895. 8vo. pp. XXV,
634. Paper Covers. i6i-.*, Cloth. \js. 6d.

Dawlatshah's Lives of the Persian Poets. Edited
by Edward G. Browne, Lecturer in Persian in the

University of Cambridge. Vol. i. Tadhkiratu'sh Sh'ara.

8vo. Cloth. i8i-. net.

Edkins (Joseph) — China's Place in Philology.
An Attempt to show that the Languages of Europe
and Asia have a common Origin. Demy 8vo. Cloth,

pp. XXIII, 403. (Published lOi". 6d.) ys. 6d.

Edkins (Joseph) — Introduction to the Study
of the Chinese Characters, ifoyal 8vo. Boards.

pp. XIX, 211, loi. (Published 18^-.) 123-. 6d.

Edkins (Joseph) — Nirvana of the Northern
Buddhists. 8vo. pp. 21. Reprint. 6d.

Edkins (Joseph) — Chinese Architecture. Con-
tents. — I. Classical Style. — 2. Post-Confucian

Style. — 3. Buddhist Style. — 4. Modern Style. 8vo.

pp. 36. IS.

Edkins (Joseph) — Chinese Currency. Roy. 8vo.

pp. 29. IS.

Edkins (Joseph) — Ancient Symbolism among
the Chinese. Cr. 8vo. pp. 26. 6d.

Efes Damim. — A Series of Conversations at Jeru-

salem between a Patriarch of the Greek Church and
a Chief Rabbi of the Jews, concerning the Malicious

Charge against the Jews of using Christian Blood. By

J. B. Levinsohn. Translated from the Hebrew by
Dr. L. LOEWE. Roy. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XVI, 208. (Pu-

blished %s.) Reduced Price 2s. 6d.

Eitel (E. J.)
— Europe in China. The History

of Hongkong. From the Beginning to the year 1882.

8vo. Cloth, pp. VII, 575. With Index. 155-. net.

"His work rises considerably above the level commonly attained by-

colonial histories written from a colonial point of view". — Times.
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"His painstaking volume is really a detailed history of the colony
and of the adminstration of successive governors from 1841 down to the

present day". — Daily Telegraph.

"This is an interesting book. The subject is full of matter, and Dr.
EiTEL has, as a rule, treated it successfully. — Athenmtm.

". . . . The student will find Dr. Eitel's book a very storehouse of
information .... has told it with a mastery of fact that vouches for his

industry and perseverance". — Saturday Revieiv.

Gladstone (Right Hon. W. E.) — Archaic Greece
and the East 8vo. pp. 32. \s.

Gribble (J. D. B.) — A History of the Deccan.
With numerous Illustrations, Plates, Portraits, Maps
and Plans. Vol. I. Roy. 8vo. Cloth. 2\s.

„ln a style easy and pleasant the author tells the story of the Moham-
medan occupation of the Deccan the general style of the book and
the admirable photographs and drawings with which it is enriched

leave nothing to be desired". — Athenceum.

"Mr. J. D. B. Gribble has accomplished a difficult task. He has

constructed from original materials a continuous narrative of one of the

most confused periods of Indian history. He has also presented it with

a lucidity of style which will go far to render it acceptable to the reading

public .... The book is illustrated by a number of interesting reproduc-

tions of scenery and architecture in Southern India. These and the

maps, plans, and clear genealogical tables reflect credit both upon the

author and the publisher". — Times.

"Mr. Gribble has brought great industry and knowledge of the country

to this compilation .... The work is of some historical importance". —
Saturday Review.

Gray (James). See Buddhaghosuppatti.

Gray (James). See Jinalankara.

Guide to the Dutch East Indies. By Dr. J. ¥. van

Bemmelen and G. B. HOOYER. Trans, from the Dutch
by the Rev. B. J. Berrington B.A., with 16 Plates,

13 Maps and Plans, and a copious index. Sm. 8vo.

pp. 202. IS. 6d.

"For any one going in that direction this remarkably complete little

work is indispensable". — Pall Mall Gazette.

"The guide book omits nothing needed by the traveller. It describes

the necessary outfit, customs afloat and ashore, mode of living, how to dress,

how often to bathe, who to tip, and how much". — The Shipping World.
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Guirandon (F. G. de) — Manuel de la langue foule,

parlee dans la Senegambie et le Soudan. Grammaire
textes, vocabulaire. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 144. 6s.

Halcombe (Charles J. H.) — The Mystic Flowery
Land. A Personal Narrative. By Charles J. H.
Halcombe. Late of Imperial Customs. China, 8vo.

Cloth, gilt. pp. 226. \6s.

"This valuable and handsome volume contains thirty long chapters,

a frontispiece of the Author and his wife — the latter in her Oriental

costume — numerous fine reproductions from photographs, and several

beautiful coloured pictures representing many scenes and phases of

Chinese life, etchings and comprehensive notes by the Author.

"His pages are full of incident and his narrative often vivid and
vigorous"'. — Times.

"The illustrations are good and numerous. Many are facsimiles of

coloured Chinese drawings showing various industrial occupations: others

are photogravures representing buildings and scenery". — Morning Post.

"Handsomely attired in red, yellow and gold, with Chinese characters

to give further appropriateness to the outer garb, is this volume of

freely illustrated personal experience in China .... Mr. Halcombe gives

a graphic description of places and peoples, -with their manners and
customs". — Liverpool Cotirier.

"The illustrations are all good, and the Chinese pictures reproduced
in colours interesting. We have not seen any of them before". —

Westminster Reviezv,

Hansei Zasshi. Monthly. Vol. I—XII. (Vol. XIII in

progress). Annual subscription. 6s.

Hardy (R. Spence) — The Legends and theories
of the Buddhists. Compared with History and
Science. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 244. js. 6d.

Hariri. — The Assemblies of al Hariri. Translated from
the Arabic with an Introduction and notes, Historical

and Grammatical, by Th. Chenery and F. Stein-
GASS. With Preface and Index, by F. F. Arbuthnot,
2 Vols. 8vo. Cloth, pp. X, 540 and XI, 395. £ \.\os.

Harper (Robert Francis) — Assyrian and Ba-
bylonian Letters, belonging to the K. Collection

of the British Museum. By ROBERT FRANCIS HARPER,
of the University of Chicago. Vols. I to IV. Post 8vo.

Cloth. Price of each Vol. £1. 5^-. net.

"The Assyriologist, will welcome them with gratitude, for they offer
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him a mass of new material which has been carefully copied and well

printed, and which cannot fail to yield important results." — Athenceum.

"The book is well printed, and it is a pleasure to read the texts

given in it, with their large type and ample margin." — Academy.

Hebraica. — A Quarterly Journal in the Interests

of Semitic Study. Edited by William R. Harper
and the Staff of the Semitic Department of the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Vol. I—XI. PubHshed quarterly.

Annual Subscription. \\s.

See x\merican Journal of Semitic Languages, etc,

India. (The Native States of). See : Chakrabarti.

India. (The Armenians in). See: Seth.

Indian Antiquary (The) — A Journal of Oriental

Research in Archaeology, Epigraphy, etc. etc. Edited
by R. C. Temple. Vol. I—XXVI. (Vol. XXVII in

progress). Annual Subscription, £ i. \6s.

Indian Terms. (A Glossary of). See: Temple.

Indian Wisdom. See: Monier-Williams.

Jastrow's Dictionary of the Targumim, the Tal-

mud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Lite-

rature. Compiled by M. Jastrow, Ph. D. Parts I to

IX. 4to. pp. 480. ^s. each Part.

"This is the only Talmudic dictionary in English, and all students

should subscribe to it. The merits of this work are now too well known
to need repetition." — yewish Chronicle.

Jinalankara or "Embellishments of Buddha", by
Buddharakkhita. Edited with Introduction, Notes and
Translation, by jAMES Gray. Two Parts in one. Demy
8vo. Cloth. 6s.

"The commendable care with which the volume has been prepared

for the use of students is evident throughout its pages. — Athenanm.

Johnson (Capt. F. N). — The Seven Poems etc.

See: Muallakat.

Johnston (C.) Useful Sanskrit Nouns and Verbs,
In English Letters. Compiled by CHARLES JOHNSTON,
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Bengal Civil Service, Dublin University Sanskrit Pri-

zeman, India Civil Service Sanskrit Prizeman. Small
4to. Boards, pp. 30. 2s. 6d.

Johnston (C.) — The Awakening to the Self.
Translated from the Sanskrit of Shankara the Master.

Oblong 8vo. Paper covers. 2s.

Journal of the Buddhist Text Society of India.
Edited by Sarat Candra Das, C. J. E. Vols. I to IV.
8vo. Calcutta, 1893— 1897. £ i. los.

Messrs. Luzac & Co. are the English agents for the above and can
supply the Continuation. Suhscription. lo.v. each Vol.

Judson (A.) — English-Burmese Dictionary.
Fourth Edition. Royal 8vo. Half bound, pp. 1752.

£ I. 125.

Judson (A.) — Burmese-English Dictionary. Re-
vised and enlarged by ROBERT C. STEVENSON. Royal
8vo. Paper covers, pp. 1192.

Kathakopa. See Tawney.

King (Leonard W.) — Babylonian Magic and
Sorcery. Being "The Prayers of the Lifting of the

Hand". The Cuneiform Texts of a Group of Baby-
lonian and Assyrian Incantations and magical For-

mulae, edited with Transliterations, Translations, and
full Vocabulary from Tablets of the Kuyunjik Collec-

tion preserved in the British Museum. By LEONARD
W. King, M. A., Assistant in the Department of

Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities, British Museum.
Roy. 8vo. Cloth. i8.y. net.

"We cannot pretend to form an adequate judgment of the merits of

Mr. King's work, but it is manifestly conceived and executed in a very

scholarly spirit." —• Times.

"Mr. King's book, will, we believe be of great use to all students of

Mesopotamian religions, and it marks an era in Assyriological studies in

England. ... A word of special praise is due to Mr. King for the ex-

cellence of his autograph plates of text." — Athencsuvi.

"The work will be found a valuable addition to our knowledge of

Babylonian history, and to the study of comparative philology."

Moruimr Post.
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King, L. W. See: Luzac's Semitic Text and
Translation Series, Vols. II, IV and VI.

Kittel (Rev. F.) — A Kannada-English Dictio-
nary. By Rev. F. KiTTEL, B. G. E. M. Royal 8vo.

Half-Bound, pp. L. 1725. £1. \2s.

Korean Repository. Vols. I to III. Annual Subscrip-
tion 15^-. Post free.

Land (J. P. N.) — The Principles of Hebrew
Grammar. By J. P. N. Land, Professor of Logic
and Metaphysics in the University of Leyden. Trans-
lated from the Dutch by REGINALD Lane Poole,
Balliol College, Oxford. Demy 8vo. Cloth, pp. XX,
219 (Published js. 6d.) Reduced price 5^-.

Lives of the Persian Poets Series. See Daw-
latshah.

Loewe (L.) — A Dictionary of the Circassian
Language. In two Parts. English—Circassian—Tur-
kish, and Circassian—English—Turkish. 8vo. Cloth.

(Published 2ij-.) Reduced price 6s.

Loewe (L.) Efes Damim. See: Efes.

Luzac's Oriental List. — Containing Notes and News
on, and a Bibliographical List of all new Publications

on Africa and the East. Published Monthly. Annual
Subscription, 3^-. Vols. I to VIII (1890— 1897) are still

to be had (with Index, half-bound), at £2. 15^-.

Vols. I to IV are nearly out of print and can only be sold in the set.

Vols V to VIII are still to be had at 5^. each vol.

"It deserves the support of Oriental students. Besides the catalogue

of new books published in England, on the Continent, in the East, and
in America, it gives, under the heading of "Notes and News" details

about important Oriental works, which are both more full and more
careful than anything of the sort to be found elsewhere." — Academy.

"A bibliographical monthly publication which should be better known."
The Record.

Luzac's Semitic Text and Translation Series.
Vol. \\ See: Budge.
Vol. II. The Letters and Despatches of Hammurabi king of Babylon

about B. C. 2250, to Sin-idinnam, King of Larsa, together with other
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royal and official correspondence of the same period: the Cuneiform
texts edited with an Introduction and short descriptions by L. W. King,
^I. A.

This volume will contain about loo letters relating to a variety of
official subjects, and their contents are of great importance for the study
of the history of Babylonia, Elam and the neighbouring districts about
the time of the patriarch Abraham. These letters reveal the system by
which Hammurabi maintained his rule in the remote provinces of his

newly acquired empire, and contain some of the orders and directions

which he issued for the movements of troops, for the building of
canals and waterways, for the food-supply of his capital, and for the

regulation of legal tribunals. The letters of Hammurabi are the oldest

Babylonian despatches extant. — Ready i?t ytinc.

Vol. III. The History of the Blessed Lady Mary the Virgin, and the

History of the Image of Christ, which the men of Tiberias made to

mock at; the Syriac text edited, with an English translation, by E. A.
Wallis Budge, Litt. D., D. Lit., etc. — Ready in October.

This Life of the Virgin is the fullest known to exist in Syriac, and
varies in many important particulars from the versions of which frag-

ments have already been published. The Life has been copied from an

ancient Nestorian MS., to the text of which have been added all the va-

riants found in the XVIth century MS. in the possession of the Royal
Asiatic Society of Great Britain.

Vol. IV. The Letters and Despatches of Hammurabi together with

other official and private correspondence of the same period, by L. W.
King, M. A.

This volume will contain a number of transliterations and translations

of the texts of the lOO letters and despatches which are printed in vo-

lume 2; to these will be added indexes of proper names etc. and a

List of Characters. An attempt will be made to give a description of

the circumstances under which these letters were written, and short

notes on points of grammar, history, etc. will be added. — In the Press.

Vol. V. The History of Rabban Hormizd by Mar Simon, the disciple

of Mar Yozadhak; the Syriac text edited, with an English translation

by E. A. Wallis Budge, Litt. D., D. Lit., etc.

The text describes the life of this famous Nestorian anchorite, the

building of his monastery, and the struggle which went on in the Vllth

century between the rival sects of Jacobites and Nestorians in Mesopotamia.
This prose version of the life of Rabban Hormizd is, probably, the

source from which the metrical versions were drawn ; and it is of great

importance for the study of the second great development of monasti-

cism in Mesopotamia. — In the Press.

Vol. VI. Babylonian Private Letters written during the period of the

First Dynasty of Babylon; the Cuneiform texts edited with Introduction

and short descriptions by L. W. King, M. A.

This volume will contain about 200 letters of a private nature which
reveal the social condition of the country and incidentally throw much
light upon the civilization of the period. From grammatical and lexi-
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cographical points of view these texts ai-e of considerable importance,
for they afford numerous examples of unusual words and forms of ex-

pression. — Iji the Pi-ess.

Vol. VII. The Life of Rabban Bar-Idta by John his disciple; The
Syrac text edited, with an English translation, by E. A. Wallis Budge,
Litt. D., D. Lit., etc.

Bar-Idta was the founder of a famous rule and monastery in Meso-
potamia in the Vllth century, and the author of a verv valuable work
on monastic history which is quoted with respect by Thomas, Bishop
of Marga, He was a contemporary of Babhai of Mount Izla, and of

Jacob of Beth Abbe.
Volumes 5, 6, and 7 will, it is hoped be ready early next year.

Macnaghten (Sir W. Hay) — Principle ofHindu
and Mohammedan Law. Republished from the

Principles and Precedences of the same. Edited by
the late H. H. WiLSON. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 240. 6s.

Margoliouth (D. S.) — Arabic Papyri of the
Bodleian Library reproduced by the Collotype

Process. With Transcription and Translation. Text in

4to. pp. 7 and 2 Facsimiles in large folio, ^s.

Margoliouth (D. S.) — Chrestomathia Baida-
wiana. The Commentary of El-Baidawi on Sura III.

Translated and explained for the Use of Students of

Arabic. By D. S. MARGOLIOUTH, M. A., Laudian
Professor of Arabic in the University of Oxford, etc.

etc. Post 8vo. Cloth. 12s.

"The book is as scholarly as it is useful. Of particular importance are

the numerous grammatical annotations which give the beginner an in-

sight into the method of the i\rabic national grammarians, and which

form an excellent preparatory study for the perusal of these works in

the original The introduction and the remarks in particular show
how well Mr. Margoliouth has mastered the immense literatures of

Moslim Tradition, Grammar and Kalalm. . . . The perusal of the book

affords pleasure from beginning to end." — Journal Royal Asiatic Society

.

Mirkhond. — The Rauzat-us-Safa ; or, Garden
of Purity. Translated from the Original Persian by
E. RehatseK; edited by F. F. ArbuthnOT. Vols. I

to V. \os. each Vol.

Vols. I and 2 contain : The Histories of Prophets, Kings and Khalifs.

Vols. 3 and 4 contain: The life of Muhammad the Apostle of Allah.

Vol. 5 contains: The Lives of Abit Bakr, O'mar, O'thman, and Ali',

the four immediate successors of Muhammad the Apostle.
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Monier-Williams (Sir Monier) — Indian Wisdom

;

or Examples of the religious, philosophical, and ethi-

cal Doctrines of the Hindus, with a brief History of

the chief Departments of Sanskrit Literature, and
some account of the past and present Condition of

India, moral and intellectual. By Sir MONIER MONIER-
WiLLiAMS, K. C. I. E., M. A., Hon. D. C. L., Oxford.

Fourth Edition, enlarged and improved. Post 8vo.

Cloth, pp. 575. £ I. IS.

"His book .... still remains indispensable for the growing public, which
seeks to learn the outline of Indian literature and thought in a simple and
readable form. We are glad to welcome the fourth edition of this eminently

readable book." — Daily Chronicle.

"The learned professor's thorough mastery of his subject enables him
to deal effectively with his difficult task He omits nothing that

enters the scope of his work : he is choice in his selections and accurate

in his comments, and the result is a work as instructive and sound as

it is pleasant to read." — Asiatic Quarterly Revierv.

"For all students of the philosophy of religion, as well as for all

especially interested in Indian literature and thought, the work is one

of very great value." — Glasgotv Herald.

"It is a fine volume and contains valuable additions by the author

this edition will be more than ever prized by students of Indian lore."

Scotsman.

Muallakat. — The Seven Poems suspended in
the Temple at Mecca. Translated from the Arabic.

By Capt. F. E. Johnson. With an Introduction by
Shaikh Taizullabhai. 8vo. pp. XXIV, 238. ys. 6d.

"This handy volume decidedly supplies a great want for those who
make a serious study of Arabic .... The grammatical, historical, geogra-

phical and other notes comments and explanations are ample and
thorough". — Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review.

Miiller (F. Max) — Address delivered at the Ope-
ning of the Ninth International Congress of Orien-

talists, held in London, Sept. 5, 1892, 8vo. pp. (S6.

IS. 6d.

Mystic Flowery Land. See: Halcombe.

Oriental Translation Fund (New), See : Mirkhond,
Tawney, Bana, and Hariri.
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Oudemans Jzn. (A. C.) — The Great Sea-Ser-
pent. An historical and critical Treatise. With the

Reports of 187 Appearances (including those of the

Appendix), the Suppositions and Suggestions of scien-

tific and non-scientific Persons, and the Author's Con-
clusions. With 82 Illustrations. Royal 8vo. Cloth, pp.
XV, 592. £ I. 5^. net.

"The volume is exti-emely interesting". Athenaetim.

Reis Sidi Ali. The Travels and Adventures of the

Turkish Admiral. In India, Afghanistan, Central Asia
and Persia 1553— 1556. Translated from the Turkish
into English with notes. By H. Vambery. — /;/

the Press.

Ridding (C. M.) — See: Sana's Kadambari.

Rosen (F.) — A Modern Persian Colloquial
Grammar, containing a short Grammar, Dialogues

and Extracts from Nasir Eddin Shah's Diaries, Tales,

etc. and a Vocabulary. Cr. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XIV, 400.

io.s\ 6d,

"Dr. Rosen's learned work will be useful to all who have occasion to

go to Persia, Baluchistan, and Afghanistan. The Vocabulary will be a

boon to students, especially as it is in the same volume with the

grammar and the dialogues." — Ptibl. Circular.

"Very useful to students." — Westminster Review.

"Excellent Guide to the acquisition of Persian." — Asiatic Quarterly

Rcviev.

Rosthorn (A. de) — On the Tea Cultivation in
Western Ssiich'uan and the Tea Trade with
Tibet via Tachienlu. 8vo. pp. 40. With Sketch

Map. 2s. net.

Ruben (Paul) — Critical Remarks upon some
Passages of the Old Testament, by Paul Ruben,
Ph. D. 4to. Cloth, pp. II. 24, 14. 3^-. 6d.

"It may suffice to congratulate ourselves that a scholar of vigorous

mind and accurate philological training is devoting his leisure to a sub-

ject worthy of attention .... Very many of the notes are in a high

degree stimulating and suggestive. The get up of the book is excellent''.

Academy.

"Dr. Ruben shows much, originality, a wide knowledge of authorities,

and a true grasp of critical principles'". — Jewish Chronicle.
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Sacred Books of the Old Testament. — A cri-

tical Edition of the Hebrew Text, Printed in Colours,

with Notes. Prepared by eminent Biblical Scholars

of Europe and America. Under the editorial direction

of Paul Haupt, Professor in the John Hopkins Univ.
Baltimore. Kdition de Luxe, in 1 20 numbered Co-
pies only. 4to. Subscription price for the complete
Work (20 Parts), ^ 20.

' Prospectuses sent on application. The following Parts have already

been issued

:

Part I : Book of Genesis, by C. J. Ball. pp. 120. London. 1896. £ 2.

Part 3: Leviticus, by Prof. S. R. Driver, pp. 32. 1894. i6j-.

Part 6: Joshua, by Prof. W. H. Bennet. pp. 32. 1895. £1.
Part 8: Samuel, by Prof. K. Budde. pp. 100. 1894. £ i. los.

Part 11: Jeremiah, by Prof. C. H. Cornill. pp. 80. 1895. £1.
Part 14: Psalms, by J. Wellhausen, pp. 96. 1895, £ i. los.

Part 18 : Book of Daniel, by A. Kamphausen, 4to. pp. 44. 1896. £ i.

Part 20: Chronicles, by R. Kittel. pp. 82. 1895. £1. los.

A valuable "Edition de Luxe" in 120 numbered copies only, and
which may be described as the most splendidly got up Hebrew work
in existence.

Each single part is numbered and signed by the editor with his own
hand. The single parts will be issued in highly elegant covers. After

the conclusion of the work a handsome binding cover will be supplied.

Sankaranarayana (P.) — English-Telugu Dicti-
onary, by P. Sankaranarayna M.A., M. R. A.S.,

Tutor to their Highnesses the Princes of Cochin. 8vo.

Cloth, pp. 61, 756, los. 6d.

Sanskrit Phonetics. A Manual of. See: Uhlen-
beck.

Sanskrit Nouns and Verbs. See : Johnston.

Sayce (A. H.) — Address to the Assyrian Section

of the Ninth International Congress of Orientalists.

8vo. pp. 32. IS.

Sauerwein (G.) — A Pocket Dictionary of the

English and Turkish Languages. Small 8vo. Cloth,

limp. pp. 298. 3J. 6d.

Scholia on passages of the Old Testament. By
Max Jacob Bishop of Edessa. Now first edited in the
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original Syriac with an English translation and notes

by G. Phillip. DD. 8vo. Paper Covers. 5^.

Seth (Mesrovb J.)
— History of the Armenians

in India. From the earliest Times to the present

Day. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XXIV, 199. js. 6d. net.

"The subject is invested with peculiar interest at the present time by
recent events in Asia Minor .... his unpretending little work is a valuable

repertory of original information never before accessible in print and
scarcely even known to exist." — Times.

"The book is happily distinguished among the number of books recently

issued concerning Armenia in that it deals strictly with fact The
volume deserves the attention of every one interested in the history of

India and of the hardly treated race which seems to flourish better there

than in its own country." — Scotsman.

"Sinnatamby". Letchimey. A Tale of Old Ceylon.

8vo. pp. Ill, 54. With Photogr. Plates and Illustra-

tions. /;/ the Press.

Stein (M. A.) — Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS.
in the Raghunata Temple Library of His Highness
the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir. 4to. Cloth, pp.

423. \2S.

Steele's (R.) The Discovery of Secrets, attributed

to Geber from the MS Arabic text. 8vo. \s.

Stoffel (C.) Studies in English, Written and Spoken.
For the Use of continental Students. With Index. First

Series. Roy. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XII, 332. 'js. 6d.

Suhrillekha (The); or "Friendly Letter;" written

by Lung Shu (Nagarjuna), and addressed to King
Sadvaha. Translated from the Chinese Edition of

I-Tsing, by the late Rev. SAMUEL Beal, with the

Chinese Text. 8vo. pp. XIII, 51. 5^-.

Swami Vivekananda's Addresses. See: Vive-
kananda.

Tawney (C. H.) — The Kathakopa; or Treasury
of Stories. Translated from Sanskrit Manuscripts.

With Appendix, containing Notes, by Prof. ERNST
Leumann. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XXIII, 260. los.
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Temple (G.) — A Glossary of Indian Terms relating

to Religion, Customs, Government, Land, and other
Terms and Words in Common Use. To which is added
a Glossary of Terms used in District Work in the N.
W. Provinces and Oudh., and also of those applied

to Labourers. With an Appendix giving Computation
of Time and Money, and Weights and Measures, in

British India, and Forms of Address. Roy. 8vo. Cloth,

pp. IV, 332. js, 6d.

"The book is moderate in price and clear in print." — Athcnaiun.

"The book is handy, well printed and well got up and no student of

Indian subjects should be without it." — Asiatic Quarterly Review.

"Students of Oriental travel may find something servicable in its

pages 5 and those who are engaged in trade in the East Indies might
occasionally turn to the volume, with profit, if it were on the office

shelf." — The Natio?i.

Temple (Major R. C.) — Notes on Antiquities
in Ramannadesa. (The Taking Country of Burma.)
4to. pp. 40. With 24 Plates and a Map. i8i-.

Thomas, F. W., See: Bana, Harsa Carita.

Tiele (C. P.) — Western Asia, according to the

Most Recent Discoveries. Rectorial Address on the

Occasion of the 318th Anniversary of the Leyden
University, 8th February, 1893. Translated by ELIZA-
BETH J. Taylor. Small 8vo. Bound, pp. 36. 2s. 6d.

"An authoritative summary of the results of recent Oriental research

and discovery." — The Times.

"The address presents a graphic picture of the political situation in

Western Asia in the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries B. C."

Morning Post.

"The professor's grasp of his subject is very evident, and his deductions

from the materials commented on worthy of all attention."

Imperial and Asiatic Quarterly Review.

T'oung Pao. — Archives pour servir a I'etude

de I'histoire, des langues, de la geographic et de

I'ethnographie de I'Asie orientale. (Chine, Japon, Coree,

Indo-Chine, Asie Centrale et Malaise.) Redigees par

MM. G. SCHLEGEL et H. CORDIER. Vol. I—VIII.

Vol. IX in progress). Annual Subscription. £ i
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Transactions of the Ninth International Con-
gress of Orientalists. London, 5th to 1 2th Sep-

tember, 1892.) Edited by E. Delmar MORGAN. 2

Vols. Roy. 8vo. Cloth. £1. 15^-.

Vol. I. contains: Indian and Aryan Sections. £ l. \s.

Vol. II. contains : Semitic, Egypt and Africa, Geographical, Archaic

Greece and the East, Persia and Turkey, China, Central Asia and the

Far East, Australasia, Anthropology and Mythology Sections. £ i. i^.

Uhlenbeck. (C. C). A Manual of Sanskrit Pho-
netics. In comparison with the Indogermanic mo-
ther-language, for students of Germanic and classical

philology. 8vo. pp. 115. 6^.

Ummagga Yataka. See: Yatawara.

Usha. — The Dawn. A Vedic Periodical, edited by
Pandit Satya Vrata Samasrami. 8vo. Published monthly.

Annual subscription. £1. \s.

Valmiki. — The Ramayan of Valmiki. Translated

into English Verse, by R. T. H. GRIFFITH, M. A.,

C. I. E. Complete in one Volume. 8vo. Cloth, pp. IX,

576. js. 6d.

Vambery, see: Reis Sidi Ali.

Vivekananda (Swami). — Lectures delivered in

London. Nos. i— 12. 6d. each.

Vivekananda (Swami). — Madras Lectures. 8vo.

IS. 6d.

Vizianagram Sanskrit Series. — Under the Super-

intendence of Arthur Venis, M.A., Oxon, Principal,

Sanskrit College, Benares. Different Prices.

West (Sir Raymond) — Higher Education in

India: Its Position and Claims. 8vo. pp. 61. 1892. is.

Wildeboer (G.) — The Origin of the Canon of

of the Old Testament. An historico-critical En-

quiry. Translated by WiSNER BAgON. Edited with
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Preface by Brof. GEORGE F. MoORE. Royal 8vo.

Cloth, pp. XII, 182. js. 6d.

"We will only add that we cordially echo the professor's hope that

his book may not only be read by professed students but that it may
come also into the hands of such as have already left the University."

Gim7-dian.

"The method adopted is that of historical investigation: the student

is thus enabled to see how the results of critical inquiry have been
obtained .... he accompanies a guide who is familiar with the way
which leads to them." — Academy.

"The first thing to notice is the translation. This is how a book ought

to be translated .... The book must be used, not read merely ... it is

independent, painstaking, farseeing." — Expository Times.

Winckler (H.) — The Tell-El-Amarna Letters.
Transliteration, English Translation, Vocabulary, etc.

Roy. 8vo. Cloth, pp. XLII, 416, and Registers 50
pages. £ I. li-. net.

The same. In Paper Covers. £ i.

With the Dutch in the East. See: Cool.

Wright (W.) — The Book of Jonah in four Se-

mitic versions. Chaldee, Syriac, Aethiopic and Arabic.

With corresponding glossaries. 8vo. Cloth, pp. 148. 4^-.

Wynkoop (J. D.) — Manual of Hebrew Syntax.
Translated from the Dutch by C. VAN DEN BlESEN.
8vo. Cloth, pp. XXII, 152 and Index. 2s. 6d. net.

"It is a book, which every Hebrew student should possess, .... we
recommend it for general usefulness, and thank Dr. van den Biesen for

giving it to the English i^eader." — Jewish World.

"It is one of those books which will become indispensable to the English

student who will desire to become acquainted with the construction of

Hebrew syntax .... this takes a high rank and will undoubtedly become
a general text book on the subject in many colleges and universities."

American Hebrew News.

Wynkoop (J. D.) — Hebrew Grammar. Trans-

lated from the Dutch by C. VAN DEN BlESEN. 8vo.

Cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

Yatawara (J. B.) — The Ummaga Yataka, trans-

lated into English. In the Press.
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cipal Towns of the Continent, America and the East,

are able to supply any Books not in stock at the shor-

test notice and at the most reasonable terms.

Subscriptions taken for all Foreign, American and

Oriental Periodicals.
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Messrs. LuzAC & Co. are Official Agents for the sale ot

the Indian Government Publications.

Acts of the several Governments in India. Different dates and prices.

Aden Gazetteer. By Captain F. M. Hunter. 1877. 5^.

Adi Granth. By E. Trumpp. 1877. £1.
Agriculture, Report on Indian. By J. A. Voelcker, Ph. D. 1893. 3^. 6^.

Annals of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens :

I. Monograph on Ficus. Part i. 1887. £ I 5^.

„ „ Part 2. 1888. £2.

„ „ Appendix. 1889. los. 6d.

II. Species of Artocarpus, &c. 1889. £ I 12s 6d.

III. Species of Pedicularis, &c. 1891. £ 3 los.

IV. Anonacese of British India. 1893. £3 los.

v., Part I. A Century of Orchids. Memoir of W. Roxburgh. 1895.

£ 3 3^-. coloured, £ I I2J-. 6d. uncoloured.

v., Part 2. A Century of New and Rare Indian Plants. 1896. £ I 12^. 6d.

VI., Part I. Turgescence of Motor Organs of Leaves. Parasitic species

of Choanephora. 1895. £ I ioj-.

VII. Bambusese of British India. 1896. £2.
Anwar-i-Soheli. By Colonel H. S. Jarrett. 1880. 15^.

Archaeological Survey of India. (New Series)

:

IX. South Indian Inscriptions. By E. Hultzsch, Ph.D. Vol. 1. 1890. 4^.

X. „ „ „ « Vol. II, Part. I.

1 89 1. 3^. 6d.
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South Indian Inscriptions. By E. Hultzsch, Ph.D. Vol. II, Part 2.

1892. 3J. dd.

South Indian Inscriptions. By E. Hultzsch, Ph.D. Vol. II, Part 3.

1895. 5^. dd.

XI. Sharqi Architecture of Jaunpur. By A. Fiihrer, Ph.D. 1889.

£ I I.-, ed.

XII. Monumental Antiquities in the North-West Provinces. By
A. Fuhrer, Ph.D. 1 891. 13^. 6d.

XV. South Indian Buddhist Antiquities. By A. Rea. 1894. 12 j. 6^/.

XVII. Architectural, &c. Remains in Coorg. By A. Rea. 1894. 2.f.

XVIII. The Moghul Architecture of Fatehpur Sikri. By E. W. Smith.

Part I. 1894. £ I 5 J.

The Moghul Architecture of Fatehpur Sikri By E. W. Smith.

Part 2. 1896. 17^. 6d.

XXI. Chalukyan Architecture. By A. Rea. 1896. £ I 2s.

XXIII. Muhammadan Architecture in Gujarat. By J. Burgess, C.I.E.,

LL.D. 1896. £ I.

Army List, The Indian. Quarterly. 4^-.

Art Ware, Photographs of Madras and Burmese. 1886. £1 15J.

Arzis: Bengali, Canarese, Hindi, Mahratta, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu,
and Urdu. ^s. 6d. each.

Translations of the above (except Hindi). 7^-. 6d. each.

Beer Casks, Destruction of, by a Boring Beetle. By W. F. H. Blandford.

1893. 6d.

Bibliographical Index of Indian Philosophical Systems. By F.Hall. 1859. 9^.

Bihar Peasant Life. By G. A. Grierson, Ph.D., CLE. 1885. 6s. 6d.

Bihari Language, Seven Grammars of. By G. A. Grierson, Ph.D. CLE.
(8 parts). 1883—87. £ I.

Bihari, The Satsaiya of. Edited by G. A. Grierson, Ph.D., CLE. 1896. 7^. (fd.

Bombay Gazetteer, Edited by J. M. Campbell, LL.D., CLE.

:

I. (Not yet published). — 11. Surat and Broach. 1877. 5.?. 6d. —
III. Kaira and Ranch Mahals. 1879. 2s. 6d. — IV. Ahmedabad.
1879. 3i-. — V. Cutch, Palanpur, and Mahi Kantha. 1880. 4^^.

—

VI. Rewa Kantha, Narukot, Cambay, and Surat States. 1880. 3.^. —
VII. Baroda. 1883. 5^. — VIII. Kathiawar. 1884. 6s. 6d. —
IX. (Not yet published). — X. Ratnagiri and Savantvadi. 1880.

5j. — XL Kolaba and Janjira. 1883. 5^. — XII. Khandesh. 1880.

6^. — XIII. Thana. (2 parts). 1882. 8j. — XIV. Thana: places

of interest. 1882. 5^. — XV. Kanara. (2 parts). 1883. 7^-. 6d. —
XVI. Nasik. 1883. 6s. 6d. — XVII. Ahmadnagar. 1884. 7.^. —
XVIII. Poona. (3 parts). 1885. 1$ s. 6d. — XIX. Satara. 1885.

6:r. 6d. — XX. Sholapur. 1884. 5^-. — XXI. Belgaum. 1884. 6j.—
XXII. Dharvvar. 1884. 7^. 6d. — XXIII. Bijapur. 1884. 6s. 6d.—
XXIV. Kolhapur. 1886. 5^. — XXV. Botany of the Presidency.

1886. 4J. 6d. — XXVI. Materials for a Statistical of Bombay Town
and Island, Parts I., II., and III. 1893—94. '^s. each.

British Burma Gazetteer. Edited by H. R. Spearman. (2 vols.) 1879—80.

£ I 13^-. 6d.

Buddha Gaya; the Hermitage of Sakya Muni. By Rajendralal Mitra.

1878. £3.
Burmese, Tables for the Transliteration of, into English. 1896. is.
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Catalogue of the India Office Library, Vol. I (with Index). 1888. los.dd.

„ „ „ (Supplement). 1895. 5^.

„ of the Arabic MSS. in the India Office Library. By O. Loth.

1877. I5-^-

„ of the Mandalay MSS. in the India Office Library. By V .Fausboll.

1897. 2 J.

„ of the Pali MSS. in the India Office Library. By H. Olden-

berg. 1882. 5 J.

„ of the Sanskrit MSS. in the India Office Library. By Dr. J.

Eggeling. (Parts I to V). 1887—96. \os. 6d. each.

„ of Sanskrit MSS., Bikanir. By Rajendralal Mitra. 1880. 3^.

„ „ „ Tanjore. By A. C. Burnell. 1880. £ I lis. 6d.

„ of MSS. in Oudh. By A. Sprenger 1854. i$s.

Chestnuts, Papers on Spanish. With Introduction by Sir George Bird-

wood, K. C. I., C. S. I. 1892. IS.

Cholera, What can the State do to prevent is? By Dr. J. M. Cun-

ningham. 1884. 3^.

Coorg Gazetteer. 1884. 5^.

Corpus Inscriptionum Indicarum:
I. Inscriptions of Asoka. By Major-General Sir A. Cunningham,

K. C. I. E., C. S. I. 1877. 9J. 6d.

II. (Not yet published.)

III. Inscriptions of the early Gupta King. By J. F. Fleet, C. I. E.

1889. £ I 13J. 6d. with plates. £ i without plates.

Covenanted Civil Servants, Manual of Rules applicable to. Second

edition. 1891. 2s. 6d.

Dictionary of Indian Economic Products. By Dr. Geo Watt, C. I. E.

(6 vols, in 9). 1889—93. £ 3 3^.

Ditto, Index to. 1896. 3^-.

Durga puja. By Pratapa Chandra Ghosha. 1871. 6s.

English-Sanskrit Dictionary. By Sir M. Monier-Williams, K. C. I. E.

1851. £ I los.

Fibres. Report on Indian. By C. F. Cross, E. J. Bevan, &c. 1887. 5^.

Finance and Revenue Accounts of the Government of India. Annual

volumes. 2s. 6d. each.

Forest Working Plans. By W. E. D'Arcy. (Second edition). 1892. is.6d.

Fort St. George Diary and Consultation Books: 1681 (Selection) 1893.

3^. 6d. — 1682. 1894. 4^. — 1683. 1894. 5 J. 6d. — 1684. 1895.

^s. 6d. — 1685. 1895. 7J-.

Geological Survey Department Publications.

Glossary of Indian Terms. By H. H. Wilson. 1855. £ i 10^.

Hastings, Warren, Selections from the Records of the Foreign Depart-

ment relating to the Administration of. Edited by

G. W. Forrest, B. A. (3 vols.) 1890. i6.f.

„ „ The Administration of. (A reprint of the Introduction

to the foregoing.) By G. W. Forrest, B. A. 1892.

5 J. 6d.

India Office Marine Records, List of. 1896. i^s.

Kachin Language, Handbook of the. By H. F. Hertz. 1895. i^.
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Lansdowne, Lord, The Administration of. By G. W. Forrest, B. A.
1894. 2J-. (id.

Lepcha Grammar. By Colonel G. P. Mainwaring. 1876. 3^.

Lighthouse Construction and Illumination, Report on. By F. W. Ashpitel.

1895. £ I 9^. dd.

Madras District Manuals (revised issues:)

South Canara (2 vols.) 1894. 4^-.

North Arcot (2 vols.) 1895. ds.

Malabar Manual. By W. Logan. (3 vols.) 1891. £1 2.s. 6d.

Manava-Kalpa-Sutra. By Th. Goldstiicker. 1861. £3.
Manual of Hydraulics. By Captain H. D. Love, R. E. 1890. 5^.

Marathi Dictionary. By J. T. Molesworth. 1857. \6s.

Marathi Grammar. By the Rev. Ganpatrao R. Navalkar. (Third edition.)

1894. los. 6d.

Meteorological Department Publications.

Muntakhabat-i-Urdu. (Second edition.) 1887. is. lod.

Mutiny, the Indian, Selections from the Records of the Military De-
partment relating to. Edited by G. W. Forrest, B. A. Vol. I. 1893.
I2J-. 6d.

North-East Frontier of Bengal, Relations of the Government with the

Hill Tribes of the. By Sir Alexander Mackenzie, K. C. S. I. 1884.

6s. 6d.

North-West Provinces Gazetteer:

I. Bundelkhand, 1874. 8j. 6d. — II. Meerut Part. I. 1875. 6j-. 6r/.

—

III. Meerut, Part. II. 1876. 8j. 6d. — IV. Agra, Part. I. 1876.

%s. dd. — V. Rohilkhand. 1879. 8j. ed. — VI. Cawnpore, Go-
rakhpur and Basti. 1 881. 9^. — VII. Farukhabad and Agra. 1884.

8^. — VIII. Muttra, Allahabad and Fatehpur. 1884. los. — IX.

Shahjahanpur, Moradabad aud Rampur Native State. 1883. ?>s. —
X. Himalayan Districts, Part. I. 1882. I3j-. — XI. Himalayan
Districts, Part. II. 1884. 12s} 6d. — XII. Himalayan Districts

Part. III. 1886. I2s. — XIII. Azamgarh, Ghazipur and Ballia'

1883. 2>s. — XIV. Benares, Mirzapur and Jaunpur. 1884. los.

Oudh Gazetteer. (3 vols.) 1877—78. £ i.

Paintings, &c. in the India Office, Descriptive Catalogue of. By W.
Forster. 1893. is.

Prakrita Prakasa. By E. B. Cowell. 1854. 9^.

Prem Sagar. By E. B. Eastwick. 1851. 15^.

Rajputana Gazetteer. (3 vols.) 1879—80. 15^.

Rigveda Sanhita. Vols. IV to VI. By Professor Max Miiller. 1862—74.

£ 2 I2s. dd. per volume.
Index to ditto. £ 2 5^.

Rigveda Translations. By H. H. Wilson. Vols I, III and IV. 1850—
66. 13^. dd. per volume.

Vols. V and VI. 1888. i8j. per volume.

Sanskritt MSS. in S. India, First and Second Reports on. By Dr.

Hultzsch. 1895—96. IS. Sd. each.

Scientific Memoirs by Medical Officers of the Indian Army

:

Part 1. 1885. 2s. dd. — Part II. 1887. 2s. dd. — Part III. 1888.
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4J. — Part IV. 1889. 2s. 6d. — Part V. 1890. 4^. — Part VI

.

1 89 1. 4J. — Part VII. 1892. 4^. — Part VIII. 1893. 4^. —
Part IX. 1895. 4-^-

Selections from the Records of the Burmese Hluttaw. 1889. 6s.

Sikkim Gazetteer. By H. H. Risley, CLE., and others. 1894. 12^.6^/.

Specimens of Languages in India. By Sir G. Campbell, K. C. S. I.

1874. £1 I. 16^-.

Survey Department Publications.

Surveys 1875—90, Memoir on the Indian. By C. E. D. Black. 189 1.

']s. (id.

Tamil Papers. By Andrew Robertson. 1890. 4^-.

Technical Art Series of Illustrations of Indian Architectural Decorative

Work for the use of Art Schools and Craftsmen

:

1886—87. (6 plates.) 2J. — 1888—89. (18 plates.) 6^. — 1890.

(12 plates.) 4J. — 1 89 1. (18 plates.) 6^-. — 1892. (13 plates.)

4J. dd. — 1893. (12 plates) 4^. — 1894. (14 plates.) 5^. —
1895. (12 plates.) 4J-. — 1896. (15 plates.) 4^-.

Telegu Reader. By C. P. Brown. (2 vols.) 1852. 14^-.

Textile Manufactures and Costumes of the People of India. By Di". Forbes.

Watson. 1866. £ I. \s.

Tibetan-English Dictionary. By H. A. Jaeschke. 1881. £1.
Timber, Mensuration of. By P. J. Carter. 1893. \s.

Tobacco. Cultivation and Preparation of, in India. By Dr. Forbes

Watson. 187 1. 5^-.

Tombs or Monuments in Bengal, Inscriptions on. Edited by C. R.

Wilson, M.A. 1896. 3^. dd.

Vikramarka, Tales of. By Ravipati Gux-umurti. 1850. \s.

Yield tables of the Scotch Pine. By W\ Schlich, Ph. D. 1889. \s.

N.B. In addition to the above, a large number of departmental re-

ports, &c., are on sale at the various Government presses in India.

These publications are not kept in stock at the India Office ; but should

copies of them be required, they will be furnished (on payment), as

far as possible, from the supply received for official purposes.

In all cases applications for publications must be made through the

official agents.
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LUZAC'S ORIENTAL LIST.

NOTICE TO OUR READERS.

With this number we enter upon the eighth year of

the pubHcation of our « Oriental List." Four years

ago in the first number of our fourth volume we
thanked our readers for the generous support we had
received from various quarters, including some flatte-

ring notices in our contemporaries referring to the

value of our «List", and we now tender our thanks
to an extended circle of readers. Within recent years

the number of works on oriental subjects has incre-

ased enormously, and our «List" was started with

the object of furnishing a record of such works which
should be published at regular intervals. Our aim has

therefore been to give each month a complete list of

oriental books published in England, on the Conti-

nent, in the East and in America, while under the

heading « Notes and News" we have endeavoured to

give a faithful account of the progress made during

the month in the various branches of oriental lear-

ning, literature and archaeology. The encouragement
we have continuously received from the beginning of

the undertaking emboldens us to believe that the

«List" has really supplied a want on the part of those

who from taste or profession are interested in the

languages, literatures and antiquities of the East,

and we therefore venture to appeal to our readers

who are in the habit of consulting our «List" when
making out their orders to send them to us direct.

London, Jan. '98. LUZAC & Co.

PRINTED BY E. J. BRILL, LEYDEN (HOLLAND).
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